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Smaller than the Magnum Cleaner, this model 
holds up to 200 223 Rem cases or 100 308 Win 
cases. Uses the same combination of intense 
ultrasonic cleaning action and the unique One 
Shot Sonic cleaning solution to clean the inside of 
the case, primer pocket and outside of the case 

quicker and more effi ciently than any tumbler on 
the market. Ultrasonic action creates “Microjets” 
that take off the most stubborn carbon from brass 
cases, gun parts and other equipment that will fi t in 
the machine.

Hot 
Deal!

E-MAX Low Profi le 
Electronic Earmuffs

E-Max Electronic Earmuffs combine great 
circuitry with a low profi le earcup ideal for 
shotgun shooters and action shooters. 
The two microphones in the E-Max amplify 
sounds below 85 decibels, including normal 
communication, range commands, and 
environmental sounds. Above 85 decibels, 
the microphones shut off for a split second to 
protect the shooter’s hearing. NRR = 23dB. 
Green.

# 774-928

$15.99
Reg $26.99

Limit 3 per customer while supplies last.

Rock Chucker Supreme 
Master Reloading Kit

The Rock Chucker Supreme is designed to last a lifetime. Packed full of useful features that 
every reloader will fi nd handy including a 4” opening for loading today’s longer cartridges, 
the ability to use standard 7/8”-14 threaded dies and 1-1/4”-12 threaded dies (when die 
bushing is removed) and even the ability to be upgraded to a progressive loader with the 
addition of the optional Piggyback-4 Conversion Kit (sold separately). Dies and shellholders 
sold separately. The Master Kit includes the press, 505 scale, Unifl ow powder measure, 
Speer Reloading Manual, hand priming tool, hex key set, case loading block, case lube kit, 
powder funnel and deburring tool.

# 937-051

$287.99
Reg $319.99

LCP, LC9 Magazine
These factory original, steel magazines include 
both a fl at base pad for concealed carry and 
an extended fi nger rest base pad for more 
comfortable shooting.

LCP ..........................................Capacity ......Finish ...Product # ...... Regular ......Sale
380 ACP w/Finger Rest .............. 6-Rnd ...........Blue ......714-542 .........$25.49.... $22.89
LC9 ...........................................Capacity ......Finish ...Product # ...... Regular ......Sale
9mm Luger w/Finger Rest .......... 7-Rnd ...........Blue ......230-134 .........$29.99.... $26.99

• 53” x 16” x 6-1/8”
• Foam padding
• Front and side handles
• Watertight, crushproof and dustproof
• Polyurethane wheels with steel bearings

Description ............................................... Product # ......... Regular .......................Sale
Black ............................................................630-738 ............$224.99 .................. $189.99
Desert Tan ...................................................135-787 ............$224.99 .................. $189.99
Olive Drab ....................................................143-143 ............$224.99 .................. $189.99

1750 Single 
Scoped Rifl e Case

Browning is, without a doubt, one of the most trusted brands in the hunting and shooting 
industry. The Browning Trail Camera carries on this tradition with the high performance and 
quality you’ve come to expect from the Browning name. The Range Ops game camera is 
the perfect camera for the hunter who expects a feature-rich camera without the hefty price 
tag. With 6 MP image resolution and a trigger speed that is under 1 second, you are sure to 
get a great picture of anything that walks in front of this camera. The 50’ fl ash range allows 
for images of deer that skirt your corn pile, while the time, date, temperature and moon 
phase image tags allow you to see exactly when your deer are moving. Powered by 8 AA 
batteries, the Range Ops features long battery life and affordable replacement. Coupled 
with 32 GB SD memory card compatibility, you can leave your camera out and your deer 
undisturbed, making sure your honey hole doesn’t get too much pressure. The multi-shot 
mode will take up to 8 pictures at 3 second intervals. This is ideal for scouting during the 
rut, when a buck is following a hot doe. For those who prefer faster intervals, the rapid fi re 
mode takes up to 4 pictures at 1/3 second intervals. Last, but not least, the time lapse mode 
will allow you to scout a food plot or fi eld edge during the daylight hours, allowing you to 
see where and when deer are moving. Tan.

# 798-112

$79.99
Reg $109.99

Range Ops 6.0 MP 
Infrared Game Camera

ProTac HL Tactical Flashlight
One of the most rugged and versatile fl ashlights on the market. The programmable 
ProTac HL produces 600 lumens of light on high, 33 lumens on low, and has a 
disorienting strobe feature for defensive use. It runs for 75 minutes on a set of two 
CR123A lithium batteries (included). On low, it will run for an amazing 18 hours. The 
shockproof C4 LED bulb is waterproof (to 1 meter for 30 minutes). Black aluminum with 
a nylon holster.

# 915-665

$71.99
Reg $79.99

Spotting Scope
This spotting scope is just what you need for checking targets at the range or spotting 
game at long distances. The scope is extremely clear and bright thanks to the multi-
coated lenses and a forward expanding lens hood helps to shade glare on sunny 
days. It has plenty of eye relief for eyeglasses wearers and comes packaged with 
a compact table tripod, photo adapter and soft case. If you have been looking for a 
high performance spotter but don’t want to break the bank, the Konus 20-60x 80mm 
Spotting Scope is just what you need.

Angled ................... FOV @ 1000yds .... Finish .......Product # .....Regular ...........Sale
20-60x 80mm ..................120’/65’ ............Green ........ 466-045 ...... $229.99 ..... $209.99

# 992-327

$74.99
Reg $99.99

Lock-N-Load 
Sonic Ultrasonic 

Case Cleaner

Standard Ground
FREE SHIPPING
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Buttstock Ammunition Carrier
This ammo carrier adjusts to fi t most guns. The bottom seam 
is stitched and wrapped to prevent unraveling when cut to 
allow access to the sling swivel stud. The elastic loops keep 
extra rounds secure and within easy reach. The MidwayUSA 
Buttstock Ammunition Carrier proudly displays the MidwayUSA 
logo. Black.

Description ..Capacity ..Product # ....Compare At ...Our Price
Rifl e (A) ........... 9-Rnd ......922-794 .......... $9.99 ................$4.99
Shotgun (B) .... 5-Rnd ......668-092 .......... $9.99 ................$4.99

B

A

Tactical Two Point Rifl e Sling
This fully adjustable, two point sling is designed for your AR-15 or similar style rifl e. 
It features heavy duty, weather resistant nylon webbing with high impact polymer 
buckles. A simple and straightforward solution for anyone looking for a rifl e sling that 
will last. Black.

Save $5.00

# 421-353 ....................................Compare At $9.99 ........................... Our Price $6.99
Save $3.00

Rifl e Cheek Rest and Ammunition Carrier
This cheek rest holds 5 extra rounds and offers increased comfort 
for the shooter. Made of 1000D nylon and closed cell foam. The 
Cheek Rest is designed to reduce slipping and felt recoil to the 
neck and cheek. The tie down system ensures proper fi t to all rifl e 
stocks. A zippered pocket on the right side allows for extra storage 
of small items. Black.
# 756-034 ................. Compare At $34.99 .......... Our Price $19.99

Save $15.00

Ultimate 10 Earmuffs
This quality earmuff features an adjustable, padded headband and 
soft, foam fi lled ear cushions. An NRR Rating of 30dB is perfect 
for use with large caliber or magnum rounds. The twin pivoting cup 
design minimizes resonance. Emblazoned with the MidwayUSA 
logo. Black.
# 524-517 .................Compare At $19.99 .......... Our Price $17.99

Save $2.00Colors:  Black, Olive Drab, White
Size:  M-3XL
# 939-190-520 ........... Compare At $19.99 ...Our Price $9.99

2XL $12.99
3XL $14.99

T-Shirt
Features the MidwayUSA logo on the left chest and full print 
on the back. These shirts are constructed from 6.1 oz 100% 
preshrunk cotton jersey with an ultra tight knit surface. These 
shirts feature a seamless rib collar with double needle cover-
stitching, double needle sleeve and bottom hems and tapered 
neck and shoulders. Shirts are quarter-turned to eliminate 
center crease.

Save Up To $10.00

Gun Sock
This silicone-treated polyester sock stretches over a fi rearm to protect against scratches, 
scuffs, and corrosion when not in use or while traveling when placed inside a range bag or 
hard case. The sock will not hold moisture, making it ideal for travel in different climates as 
well as year-round storage.

Description .....................................................Product # .......... Compare  At ..... Our Price
13-1/2” Gray Pistol Sock ................................... 778-529...................$4.99 ...............$3.99
13-1/2” Gray Pistol Sock, Pack of 5 .................. 372-548..................$24.99................ $17.99
47” Tactical Black Rifl e Sock (Pictured)  ........... 796-584..................$10.99.................. $7.99
52” Gray Rifl e Sock  ......................................... 460-228...................$5.49................... $4.99
52” Gray Rifl e Sock, Pack of 6 ......................... 884-345..................$29.99................ $20.99

Save Up To $9.00

Tactical Single Point Sling
A fully adjustable, single point sling with fl exible, high density elastic bungee cord. The 
elastic covered carabineer attaches quickly to your AR-15. Stainless steel hardware 
with a quick-ditch side release buckle. Black.
# 213-539 .................................Compare At $17.99 ..........................Our Price $14.99

Save $3.00

Shotgun Sling w/15-Rnd Shellholder
An excellent way to carry both your shotgun and your spare ammo. Heavy-duty nylon and 
coated sling swivel links are impervious to the elements while the elastic shell loops hold 
an additional 15 rounds of 12 gauge ammunition. Black.
# 337-917 .................................Compare At $15.99 ................................. Our Price $9.99

Save $6.00

Magazine Pouch 
Responding to a need for an innovative way to carry multiple magazines at the range 
or during a match, MidwayUSA has developed a line of unique magazine pouches that 
feature MOLLE attachment loops in the back, and a comfortable shoulder strap for 
grab-and-go carry. The hook-and-loop fl ap secures magazines in place, but also folds 
back behind the pouch and secures there for unobstructed access during competition. 
There is even a loop strip on the fl ap for name tags or morale patches.
Colors:  Black, Coyote, Olive Drab
AR-15/AK-47 4-Magazine Pouch
# 939-189-814 ..............................Compare At $23.99 ....................... Our Price $12.99

Double Stack Pistol 6-Magazine Pouch
# 939-891-251 ..............................Compare At $18.99 ........................Our Price $11.99

Save $7.00

Save $11.00

Hunting Backpack
This durable daypack is constructed of a quiet brushed 
polyester fabric and features a 600D nylon bottom, with 
equipment lashing points, for maximum protection and 
functionality. The padded, contoured shoulder straps help 
reduce fatigue and will keep you comfortable on long treks, 
while the padded hip belt helps keep the weight off of your 
shoulders and features MOLLE webbing for gear attachment. At 
2 lbs., 2 oz. this pack is also great for spot and stalk hunting and 
features a hydration pocket (2 liter water bladder not included), 
allowing you to stay hydrated and focused on your hunt.
# 247-938 ............Compare At $99.99 ..........Our Price $49.99

Save $50.00

Treestand Backpack
The Treestand Pack is constructed using heavy duty 600D nylon 
that is tough and abrasion resistant along with a brushed polyester 
that is soft and quiet yet extremely durable. The main compartment 
of the MidwayUSA Treestand Backpack will store all your additional 
cold weather or wet weather gear as well as a game processing 
kit or whatever else you need to carry into the fi eld with you. The 
exterior features mesh water bottle pockets and MOLLE webbing 
for you to attach additional pouches. In addition the rear of the 
pack features two small zipper pockets that house 18” of high-
strength nylon webbing which allow the pack to “hug” the tree and 
provide stability and a secure hold. With the two 18” straps the 
MidwayUSA Treestand Backpack can attach to trees up to 42” in 
circumference.
# 764-089 ................Compare At $159.99 ......... Our Price $54.99

Save $105.00

BLACK FRIDAY - 8 DAYS OF DEALS - STARTS 11/25 @ MIDNIGHT CST

Tactical Backpack
The MidwayUSA Tactical Backpack was engineered to be 
your go-to tactical backpack. The pack features 600D Nylon 
construction with one main storage compartment as well 
as two zippered compartments on the front of the pack for 
additional storage to separate smaller items. An internal 
pouch is included to accommodate a hydration bladder (not 
included) for camping or hiking excursions. The pack features 
adjustable padded shoulder straps, padded adjustable hip 
belt and a padded back with channels to improve air fl ow for 
your comfort when carrying all of your tactical gear. A small 
lined pocket located on the top of the pack is the perfect place 
for your favorite sunglasses or shooting glasses. Features 
a MOLLE accessory system along with a velcro section for 
patches and name tags, side compression straps, sewn pull 
tabs, internal organizer, and heavy duty nylon carry handle.
# 287-480 ......... Compare At $129.99 .........Our Price $69.99

Save $60.00

Backpack
The MidwayUSA Mossy Oak Break-Up Infi nity Backpack 
was designed for the serious hunter and avid outdoorsman. 
Constructed of an abrasion resistant, PVC coated polyester that 
features taped and fi nished seams and heavy-duty zippers, this 
backpack is more than tough enough to stow all of your gear 
for those long hunting expeditions. Make better time by walking 
faster and longer due to the innovative back-support system 
that utilizes four strategically placed, high-density foam pads 
which form two channels along the wearer’s back. One channel 
runs vertically along the spine while the other crosses laterally 
across the back to improve air fl ow, reducing perspiration and 
increasing overall comfort. The entire backside of the pack and 
underside of the shoulder straps are covered in a nylon mesh 
to further augment air fl ow.

# 991-467 ............ Compare At $39.99 ..........Our Price $24.99
Save $15.00

Check out our product videos 
at midwayusa.com
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Tactical Rear Shooting Bag
These durable nylon bags feature a vertical strap on one side and a horizontal wrist strap 
on the end. Designed to be rear squeeze bags for long range precision shooting, these 
straps cinch down to keep them where you want them. Olive drab.

Description ......................................Product # ....................... Compare At ....... Our Price
Large Cylinder (A) ............................. 289-666.............................. $42.99 ..................$19.99
Cylinder (B) ........................................ 212-366.............................. $24.99 ..................$12.99
Square (C) ......................................... 745-362.............................. $20.99 ....................$9.99
Wedge (D) ......................................... 666-600.............................. $19.99 ....................$9.99

Save Up To $23.00

Pro Series Scoped Rifl e Case
A truly premium case that features an 840D outer, cross woven with materials 
that deliver superior abrasion and puncture resistance. Side panels include 2” of 
padding, and the nylon lining will not snag. Full length, heavy duty zippers allow 
easy access and hold up to heavy use. A non-slip padded shoulder strap and 
wrap around webbing carry handles with hook/loop closure make convenient 
carrying options. Gray and black.

Description ......................................... Product # ......Compare At ......Our Price
40” Rifl e ................................................. 794-237 ............ $78.39 ................$27.99
44” Rifl e ................................................. 127-599 ............ $79.99 ................$29.99
48” Rifl e (Pictured) ................................. 594-735 ............ $89.99 ................$34.99

Save Up To $55.00
Sniper Drag Bag Scoped Rifl e Case

The perfect case for competition or a day at the range. A super tough 600D PVC 
coated polyester outer couples with reinforced stitching, heavy duty zippers and 
closed cell foam padding in all pockets for a really rugged case and excellent 
protection for your gear. The wraparound loop closure handle is balanced in 
the center of the empty case for stability, and removable backpack straps make 
carrying the bag a breeze.
Length:  50”, 56”
Color:  Black, Coyote, Olive Drab
# 939-171-584 ................. Compare At $159.99......... Our Price $69.99 - $74.99

Save Up To $90.00
Pro Series Tactical Rifl e Case

Engineered to provide exceptional protection for rifl es and carbines. The internal 
lashing system holds the gun securely. Dual density bonded padding, heavy duty 
ballistic fabric, oversized coil zippers, wraparound web handles, reinforced seam 
stitching, metal hardware and a non-slip padded shoulder strap combine for a 
feature-fi lled tactical case.
Length:  35”, 43”, 47”
Color:  Black, Olive Drab
# 939-141-733 ......... Compare At $41.99 - $79.99 ..... Our Price $39.99 - $45.99

Save Up To $34.00

Pro Series Tactical Pistol Case
Designed for the serious amateur or professional shooter, this case is loaded 
with features. Constructed of heavy-duty nylon with a sturdy, rubber handle. 
Stores up to seven high-capacity pistol magazines and two large zippered 
pockets can handle a small cleaning kit, glasses or ear plugs. The main 
compartment features MOLLE  webbing and Velcro straps to secure two full-
size pistols.  15.5” x 10”. Gray and black.

# 571-608 .......................Compare At $39.99 ................ Our Price $24.99
Save $15.00

Tactical Rifl e Case 
These cases are constructed with an advanced dual density bonded padding 
system, abrasion resistant ballistic fabric construction, oversized coil zippers, fully 
wrapped web handles, reinforced seam stitching, metal hardware, a shoulder 
strap and snag-proof 420D lining fabric.
Length:  42”, 46”
Color:  Black, Coyote, Mossy Oak Break-Up Infi nity, Olive Drab
# 939-239-907 ........ Compare At $29.99 - $39.99 .......Our Price $19.99 - $29.99

Save $10.00
Zombie Rifl e Case

MidwayUSA is proud to offer the fi rst ever, uniquely designed tactical style rifl e 
case specifi cally for the Zombie enthusiast. Technical functionality with a unique 
Zombie design and vibrant Zombie green color. Constructed with an advanced 
dual density bonded padding system that provides superior impact protection 
compared to basic foam used in other cases. The cases also feature heavy 
duty, high abrasion-resistant ballistic fabric construction, oversized self-repairing 
coil zippers, fully wrapped webbing handles, reinforced seam stitching, metal 
hardware, shoulder strap and snag-proof 420D lining fabric.
Length:  42”, 46”
Color:  Zombie Green
# 939-272-981 ....... Compare At $39.99 - $44.99 .......Our Price $19.99 - $24.99

Save $20.00

Pistol Case

This simple case features a PVC coated polyester outer shell, a heavy duty 
zipper and closed cell foam padding. Lays fl at when opened to allow them to 
be easily used on a shooting bench or in a range lane.
Length:  10”, 15”
Color:  Black, Coyote, Mossy Oak Break-Up Infi nity, Olive Drab, Pink
# 939-165-008 ................Compare At $9.99 ............. Our Price $6.99 - $7.99

Save Up To $3.00

BLACK FRIDAY - 8 DAYS OF DEALS - STARTS 11/25 @ MIDNIGHT CST

B
A

DC Tactical Pistol Case
The MidwayUSA Tactical Pistol Case was designed with the shooter in 
mind. It is constructed from durable PVC coated polyester with two strongly 
constructed carrying handles to provide a lifetime of service. It features heavy 
duty zippers and closed cell foam padding to protect your fi rearm while in 
transport. The MidwayUSA Tactical Pistol Case also features storage for seven 
magazines and two zippered pockets capable of holding a small cleaning 
kit, glasses, ear plugs, replacement parts or other necessary range items. 
The MidwayUSA Tactical Pistol Case comes in a number of colors to fi t any 
shooters personal style or allow for color coding of fi rearms with equipment. 

Color:  Black, Coyote, Olive Drab, Pink
# 939-160-870 .................... Compare At $19.99 ....................Our Price $9.99

Save $10.00

MOLLE Magazine Pouch
MidwayUSA MOLLE M4/M16 Magazine 
Pouches are designed to attach to any 
standard MOLLE platform. Durable pouches 
allow the user to carry multiple magazines on 
body armor carriers, tactical vests or any other 
piece of gear with standard MOLLE webbing. 

Save up to $15.00

Capacity:  Single (2-mag capacity), Triple (6-mag capacity)
Colors:  Black, Olive Drab
# 939-318-243 .......... Compare At $29.99-$34.99...........Our Price $14.99-$24.99

Heavy Duty Tactical Rifl e Case
The MidwayUSA Heavy Duty Tactical Rifl e Case with 6 Pockets is a heavy-duty solution 
for anyone looking for a rifl e case. These cases are constructed with an advanced dual 
density bonded padding system that provides superior impact protection compared to 
basic foam used in other cases. The heavy duty padding is over 1” thick on both sides 
to protect your rifl e and optics investment from rough handling in storage or travel. Other 
enhanced durability features include heavy duty, 600D high-abrasion resistant ballistic 
fabric construction, and oversized self repairing coil zippers with sewn pull tabs. The 
fully wrapped webbing handles, reinforced seam stitching, metal hardware, adjustable 
shoulder strap and snag-proof 600 Denier lining fabric make the MidwayUSA Tactical 
Rifl e Case an excellent choice for transporting your sporting rifl es.

Length:  42”, 46”
Color:  Black, Olive Drab
# 939-143-291 ...............Compare At $39.99-$44.99 ........... Our Price $29.99-$34.99

Save $10.00
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Knife Case
Made with the same silicone-treated fabric used in the 
MidwayUSA Gun Cases, these knife cases offer padded 
protection for your valuable knife collection.

Capacity:  6-Knife, 12-Knife
Color:  Dark Gray
# 939-313-104 . Compare At $11.99 - $18.99 ..Our Price $9.99 - $14.99

Competition Range Bag
Built from the ground up to be the best range bag on the market. 
22” x 15” x 10”, with a tough PVC coated material outer, reinforced 
stitching, heavy duty zippers, and closed cell foam padding in all 
pockets. Includes a removable stage bag/ammunition carrier, 2 
removable pistol rugs and a removable fi red brass or ammunition 
carrying bag. Chrome plated hardware, heavy duty web handles 
and a padded shoulder strap round out this great bag.

Color:  Black, Coyote, Olive Drab
# 939-259-680 ..........Compare At $80.99 ..........Our Price $49.99

Olive Drab

Competition Shooting Mat Pro Series Competition Shooting Mat
All the great features of the original Competition Shooting 
Mat, redesigned and upgraded to meet the demands of more 
experienced shooters and competitors. At 73.5” x 35.5”, it’s longer 
and wider than the original with thicker padding. A front strip of 
webbing allows the shooter to pre-load a bipod, and elbow and 
knee pads are made of a lighter, rougher material for better grip 
and less heat absorption in the sun. Perfect for the true shooting 
professional or anyone who wants a little more comfort and better 
performance at the range. Olive drab and black.
# 276-544 ................. Compare At $102.99 ....... Our Price $49.99

Designed from the ground up to be an entry level mat with lots 
of advanced features. This mat is 67” x 26.75” and meets all 
NRA smallbore, High Power and CMP match requirements. It 
has reinforced, slip-resistant elbow and knee pads and rugged 
PVC coated polyester construction. A barrel extension unfolds 
in front to keep dust at a minimum, and the corners feature 
heavy grommets for staking. Includes a shoulder strap and web 
handle. Olive drab and black.

# 169-107 ...............Compare At $69.99 .......Our Price $29.99
Save $40.00

Save $2.00

Save Up To $3.00

Save $31.00

Coyote

Compact Competition Range Bag
This scaled-down bag (16” x 12” x 10”) features the same 
durable nylon construction as the original and has enough room 
to get you from stage to stage with everything you need to 
shoot. 5 total compartments, durable, chrome plated hardware 
and a heavy-duty web handle pair with a padded shoulder strap 
to create a great bag for when you can leave the kitchen sink 
at home.

Color:  Black, Coyote, Olive Drab
# 939-167-522 .........Compare At $69.99 ......Our Price $34.99

Save $35.00

Compact Pro Series Range Bag
Smaller than the Pro Series Range Bag, but with lots of the 
same features including a tough polymer shell bottom, elastic 
shock cord on top, and a rain fl y. The large external pocket 
features three rows of MOLLE webbing, and two large external 
pockets on the opposite side of the bag feature removable 
AR-15/M-16 magazine organizers that attach via Velcro strips. 
19.5” x 11.5” x 9.5”. Black.

# 148-240 .............Compare At $56.99 .........Our Price $49.99
Save $7.00

Gun Case
Protect your valuable fi rearms against rust, dirt and scratches 
with a MidwayUSA Gun Case. Made from a special fabric that 
will not retain moisture and has been treated with pure silicone 
plus a specially formulated rust inhibitor. The thick pile interior 
protects against nicks or scratches. Perfect for worry-free, long-
term storage without heavy oils or grease. Dark gray polyester.

Description .......................Product # . Compare At . Our Price
Pocket Pistol ....................... 987-298 ......... $7.99 .............. $6.99
Revolver, Small Auto 
  w/2” Barrel ........................ 381-263 ......... $6.99 .............. $4.99
Revolver w/4” Barrel, 
  Large Auto w/5” Barrel ...... 839-448 ......... $7.99 .............. $4.99
Revolver w/6” Barrel ........... 538-468 ......... $6.99 .............. $5.99
Revolver w/8” to 10” Barrel . 119-352 ......... $7.99 .............. $5.99
40” M1 Carbine/Mini-14 ...... 829-978 ........ $13.99 ............. $9.99
40” Scoped Rifl e ................. 542-197 ........ $14.99 ............. $9.99
42” AR-15 or Riot Shotgun . 516-367 ........ $14.99 ........... $10.99
46” Scoped Rifl e ................. 931-732 ........ $13.99 ............. $9.99
52” Shotgun, Musket .......... 587-025 ........ $14.99 ............. $9.99

Save Up To $5.00

Save $53.00

Pro Series Range Bag
This upgraded range bag features a tough polymer shell on the 
bottom of the bag which conveniently doubles as a storage area. 
Elastic shock cord on top is perfect for stowing towels, hats, or 
rolled-up jackets. A rain fl y comes standard with the bag. The large 
external pocket features three rows of MOLLE webbing, and two 
large external pockets on the opposite side of the bag feature 
removable AR-15/M-16 magazine organizers that attach via Velcro 
strips. If you’re looking for a professional-grade range bag without 
the professional price tag, the MidwayUSA Pro Series Range Bag 
is an obvious best-choice. 24” x 11.5” x 9.5”. Black.

# 948-617 .................. Compare At $99.99 ........ Our Price $79.99
Save $20.00

LensPen
The perfect choice for keeping your optical investment crystal clear. This compact cleaning tool easily packs 
away into a range bag, gun case, coat or pant pocket and features a handy pocket clip for convenient carry. 
The stylish body houses a retractable brush to wipe away dust, and a fl exible, carbon based microfi ber pad 
that effectively removes 100% of fi ngerprints and smudges from the entire lens. Black and blue.

# 364-650 ........................................................Compare At $8.99 .............................................Our Price $7.99
Save $1.00

Cleaning Cloth
Two unique cloths that every gun owner should have. The lead 
remover cloth magically wipes away lead and carbon buildup in 
areas like cylinder faces that are notoriously diffi cult to clean. The 
silicone-impregnated cloth is perfect as a fi nal step to eliminate 
fi ngerprints, salts and oils that could damage a fi rearm’s fi nish 
during storage. Yellow.

Description .........................Product # ..... Compare At . Our Price
Lead Remover Cloth ............. 647-492 .............$3.99 ............. $2.99
Silicone Impregnated Cloth .. 590-290 .............$3.99 ............. $2.99

Save $1.00

Spudz Lens Cleaning Cloth
The ultimate cleaning cloth. This 6” x 6” microfi ber cloth safely 
cleans all scope, binocular, camera and other optic lenses while 
tucking away into its neoprene pouch when not in use. The 
convenient clip attaches to your harness, tripod or anywhere 
else you need a way to safely clean your prized optics. Hand 
wash the microfi ber cleaning cloth with mild detergent to ensure 
your optics stay crystal clear. Black with white logo.

# 338-651 ................ Compare At $5.99 ..........Our Price $3.99

AR-15 Range Bag
The AR-15 Range Bag has a durable nylon exterior with a dual-zipper 
lid opening up to a spacious interior compartment that is padded to 
keep your valuables safe. Open-top internal pockets along either side 
allow you to carry additional pistols and two large external pockets on 
the opposite side of the bag feature removable AR-15/M-16 magazine 
organizers that attach via Velcro strips and allow for carrying fi ve 
magazines in each pocket. A drink pouch on the end keeps your 
beverage close at hand for those long days at the range. With rubber 
gripping on the bottom of the bag, there is also a removable, padded 
carry strap to get your gear where you need it. The MOLLE webbing 
on the exterior of the large external pocket allows users to attach a 
variety of accessories or pouches to keep go-to items at the ready. 
Inside the large exterior pocket are four pouches that will fi t eight 
AR-15/M-16 magazines and are bound by elastic and have a Velcro 
closure fl ap to ensure your mags aren’t going anywhere when you’re 
heading out for a day of shooting.

Colors:  Black, Olive Drab
# 343-130 ..................Compare At $80.99 ..........................Our Price $49.99

Save $40.00

Deluxe Binocular Harness
The MidwayUSA Binocular Harness keeps your 
binoculars ready for action, while comfortably spreading 
the weight throughout your shoulder and upper back.
# 259-764 ........Compare At $14.99 ......Our Price $9.99

Save $5.00
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Silica Gel Desiccant
Aluminum Canister ............ Product # ... Regular .........Sale
40 Grams (3 Cubic Feet) .......799-452 ....... $5.99 .........$4.49
Cardboard Box ................... Product # ... Regular .........Sale
200 Grams (15 Cubic Feet) ...722-362 ....... $7.49 .........$5.49
900 Grams (66 Cubic Feet) ...850-609 ...... $19.49 ......$14.49

580 Speed Strips
38 Spl or 357 Mag, package of 2

# 243-389 ........................................... Regular $8.99 .....................................Sale $6.49

CLP 
Description ............................ Product # ... Regular ..... Sale
Gun Wipes, per 20 .................... 482-644 ........$4.69.......$3.69
Collector Long Term Gun Storage 
  Preservative Gun Oil, 4 oz ...... 821-194 .......$11.49 ......$5.99
Lubricant and Preservative 
  Gun Oil, 32 oz ......................... 132-483 .......$36.49....$18.99

#9 Bore Cleaning Solvent
Description .......................... Product # ............. Regular .............. Sale
16 oz Liquid ............................ 462-963 ..................$9.99 ...............$7.49
32 oz Liquid ............................ 652-259 .................$14.99 ............$11.99

Weaver-Style Bubble Bore Level
# 498-458 .......................................... Regular $25.99 ..................................Sale $11.49

Super Sling Swivels
Description ..............................................Product # ........... Regular .................... Sale
1” Swivels ...................................................796-643 ...............$9.49 ......................$6.99
1-1/4” Swivels .............................................774-577 ...............$9.79 ......................$6.99

Pistolero 
Pistol Shooting Rest

# 517-357 ........ Regular $33.49 ...... Sale $21.99

Ruger 10/22 
Extended Magazine Release

Black polymer

# 662-086 ........................ Regular $5.49 ..............Sale $4.49

6” Stainless Steel Dial Caliper
# 119-623 ........................................... Regular $24.99 ..................................Sale $22.49

Ammo Vault
20-Rnd Capacity 

Description .......................................................Product # ...... Regular ................. Sale
223 Rem, 308 Win, 30-06 Spfl d ......................... 331-552 .......... $7.99 ..................$6.49
7mm Rem Mag, 300 Win Mag, 375 H&H Mag ... 871-171 .......... $8.99 ..................$7.49

Orange Magic 
Solid Bullet Lube

1” x 4” hollow stick

# 521-810 ........................................... Regular $4.99 .....................................Sale $3.99

Flash Hole Uniformer Tool
# 729-748 .......................................... Regular $13.99 ..................................Sale $11.99Copper Killer Bore 

Cleaning Solvent
Description ....................Product # ........... Regular .................... Sale
6 oz Liquid ........................525-120 ...............$9.99 ......................$7.49
20 oz Liquid ......................515-117...............$24.99 ...................$20.99

Superior gun care products for the 
sportsman who wants it done right.

Foaming Bore Cleaning Solvent
12 oz Aerosol

# 474-487 .............................Regular $10.99 ......................... Sale $8.99

S&W J-Frame Clip Grip
Right hand, black

# 579-301 ............. Regular $19.99 .............. Sale $17.99

28-Piece Space-Saver Gunsmithing Screwdriver Set
# 297-593 .......................................... Regular $14.99 ..................................Sale $10.99

AR-15 Handguard Removal Tool
# 610-165 ..............................Regular $14.99 ........................... Sale $9.99

Buck Mark Magazine
22 LR, 10-Rnd Matte 

# 812-807 ........................Regular $26.99 ................Sale $22.99

Universal Neck 
Expanding Die

Gently fl ares the case mouth to accept 
cast bullets without shaving.

# 140-461 ..........Regular $13.79 ........................ Sale $11.99

Auto Prime XR Hand Priming Tool
# 413-473 .............Regular $19.99 .......Sale $16.99

4 Hole Turret for Turret Press
# 292-460 ................... Regular $12.99 ......................Sale $9.99

Reloading Manual
2nd Edition, Revised 

# 639-649 ............. Regular $19.99 ...... Sale $13.99

Sure-Loc Die Lock Ring
Package of 6 

# 236-200 ......................................... Regular $17.79 ...................................Sale $14.99

50-Rnd Universal 
Reloading Tray

# 767-946 .......... Regular $8.99 ........ Sale $5.99

Universal Bore Guide
# 815-732 ......................................... Regular $14.99 .....................................Sale $9.99

26-Piece Ultra Jag and Best Bore Brush Set
Nickel-plated jags, bronze brushes 

# 112-072 .......................................... Regular $31.49 ...................................Sale $23.99

Stackable Pistol Rack
Description ...... Product # ......Regular .........Sale
4-Gun .................. 776-670 .......... $7.99 ......... $6.99
7-Gun .................. 198-310 ......... $16.49 ...... $13.49

22 Rimfi re 
Resetting Target System

# 426-631 ...Regular $24.99 .. Sale $17.99

Case Sizing Wax
2 oz 

# 519-525 ................Regular $8.19 ......................................Sale $7.29

True Flight Thrower
6-3/4” carbon steel blade, paracord wrapped handle

# 840-400 .......................................... Regular $22.99 ..................................Sale $19.99

Standard Ground
FREE SHIPPING

Sure Balance Thrower
9” carbon steel blade

# 254-046 .......................................... Regular $16.79 ..................................Sale $14.99

Standard Ground
FREE SHIPPING
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DeadShot Shooting Rest Bags
When fi lled with corn cob media, this DeadShot bag has moderate weight to offer 
stability while maintaining its portability. The suede top grips the forend and durable 
cordura sides maintain the proper shape. Handy clip connects the front and rear bags 
for added convenience. The front bag is approximately 6” high where the forend rests.

Description .................................................. Product # ............Regular ..................Sale
Front and Rear Bag Combo, Filled .................718-994 ............... $30.49 ............... $24.99
Front and Rear Bag Combo, Unfi lled .............795-203 ............... $17.99 ............... $13.99
Front Bag Only, Filled .....................................886-734 ............... $17.99 ............... $15.49

Pocket Pro 
Shot Timers

Timer emits start beep then 
senses sound of the shot 
to record time. A par time 
mode allows a stop beep to 
be set. Start beep may be 
instantaneous or set with 
a random delay from 1 to 3-1/2 
seconds. Displays time to 199.99 
seconds for long Cowboy Action stages. 
Features 50 shot memory, auto shut-off, 
ergonomic design and belt clip. Adjustable sensitivity 
for light loads. Requires 9 volt battery (not included). 

Description .................................................. Product # ............Regular ..................Sale
Pocket Pro Shot Timer....................................772-064 .............. $133.99 ............ $109.99
Pocket Pro 2 Shot Timer (Pictured) ................433-688 .............. $129.99 ............ $114.99

Lead Sled Plus Rifl e Shooting Rest
Like the original Lead Sled, the Plus reduces recoil by up to 95% while securely holding 
your gun on target. Key improvements include a newly-designed precision elevation 
shaft that eliminates wobble and play in front elevation, keeping you perfectly on target. 
It also features a new universal weight tray for more weight options.

Description .................................................. Product # ...... Regular .................... Sale
Lead Sled Plus Rifl e Shooting Rest ................726-246 .........$124.99 ................$104.99
Lead Sled Shot Carrier Bag, per 4 .................997-756 ..........$23.99 ...................$19.99

Deadshot Fieldpod
The Deadshot Fieldpod is a highly 
portable rest that is versatile and 
extremely stable. It is adjustable 
from 20”-42” so it works perfectly for 
sitting on the ground or in a chair. It 
is adjustable for length and pivot so it 
will accommodate any shotgun, rifl e 
or crossbow. The cast aluminum hub 
allows the gun to pivot up/down and 
rotate left/right so your gun is always in 
perfect position.

# 654-610

$84.99
Reg $99.99

Magnum Rifl e Gong
A high quality, extremely durable 
steel target designed to withstand 
repeated shots from all calibers of 
high-powered rifl es and handguns. It 
comes complete with a freestanding 
frame, chains and gong. The frame 
is constructed of steel tubing which 
requires no tools to assemble or 
disassemble, and the entire system 
packs down for easy transportation. 
Constructed of a 10”, round AR-550 
steel tested to a Brinell hardness 
of 550. This gong is designed 
to withstand bullet impacts without 
compromising its integrity.

# 884-623

$109.99
Reg $134.99

# 884-623

$109.99

Rock Jr. Front Shooting Rest
Packed with the features of a premium rest, in a 
smaller, lighter package. The stable cast iron base 
features interchangeable non-slip rubber feet and steel 
spikes. Includes a Medium Front Bag and works with 
all universal front bags. The elevation wheel provides 
height adjustment from 4-1/2” to 7-1/4”, and the “Y” base 
pattern adds stability. Perfect for sighting in, test fi ring 
and informal competition.

# 682-659

$29.99
Reg $36.99

Leightning Earmuffs
Leightning earmuffs provide protection from damaging noise levels while delivering 
to users an unprecedented degree of comfort. The earmuffs use Air Flow Control 
technology that dictates how sound reaches the ear, producing excellent dB reduction 
with a slimmer overall profi le than competing earmuff designs. Features a steel 
headband with soft foam padding and snap-in ear cushions.

Description .................................................. Product # ............Regular ..................Sale
L1 Slimline Over the Head (Pictured) .............497-262 ............... $13.99 ................. $9.99
L1N Slimline Behind the Head ........................815-799 ............... $14.49 ................. $9.99  
LOF Ultraslim Over the Head .........................939-823 ............... $20.99 ............... $15.99

One-Step Trap Clay Target Thrower
• Throws targets up to 70 yds
• Fully adjustable angle with high angle clip
• Step on pedal to cock the throwing arm and release the target

# 137-497

$89.99
Reg $104.99

1377 Air Pistol
This air pistol features a single-shot bolt design for easy cocking 
and loading, a 10-1/4” rifl ed blue steel barrel for accuracy, brown 
polymer grips with thumb rest and an easy-pump forearm for 
variable pump power. It shoots 177 caliber pellets up to 600 fps. 
Length: 13-1/2”. Weight: 2 lbs. Blue.

# 375-877

$48.99
Reg $54.99

Ultimate Clip Loader
Saves your thumbs and loads a 10-Rnd rimfi re magazine in as little as 3 seconds. Just 
empty a 50-Rnd box of 22 rimfi re ammunition into the hopper, insert a magazine and 
remove. The magazine follower is automatically held down by the adjustable detent screw 
for easy loading. Check out the video at midwayusa.com and you’ll see how amazingly 
well this little loader works.

# 523-189

$19.99
Reg $24.99

McFadden

The fi rst thing you will notice about the Steel Storm, is the striking look and feel, and the 
quality craftsmanship. The pistol has a single shot mode and a 6-shot (Full-auto) burst 
mode. A lever on the rear of the gun allows you to easily switch between modes. The 
Steel Storm is powered by two 12g CO2 cartridges that are stored in the grip. To release 
the cartridges push the release button behind the trigger guard to partially release the 
trigger, and then press the secondary release on the back of the grip to fully release the 
cartridges. There is a small “key” stored in the bottom of the cartridge holder that is used 
to tighten fresh CO2 cartridges into position and remove old cartridges. The Steel Storm 
has a 300-round BB reservoir, and a built-in 30-round magazine. To load the pistol simply 
pour the BBs in the reservoir, push the magazine spring forward, gently shake the pistol 
to fi ll the magazine, release the spring, and you are ready to rock. The pistol produces 
impressive accuracy, and has a picatinny rail on the top and bottom for mounting optics.

# 922-864

$79.99
Reg $96.99

Tactical Sport 
Electronic Earmuffs

With 500 hours of battery life, an adjustable 
stainless steel headband and auto shut-off 
function, these earmuffs are comfortable and 
convenient. The ASIC chip fi lters out background 
noise and makes speech and range commands 
more clear. Batteries included. NRR = 20dB. 
Black.

# 160-677

$99.99
Reg $114.99

Steel Storm Full 
Auto Air Pistol
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Best Gun Vise
Vise features front, center and rear supports each independently adjustable to fi t 
virtually any gun, including pistols. Two adjustable rear clamps accommodate any width 
stock. An L-shaped center support can be used for break open shotguns, ARs and 
similar guns. The vise is constructed of durable nylon that is resistant to chemicals, 
cleaners and solvents and features molded accessory bins for bottles, cleaning supplies 
and other items. 

# 110-829

$89.99
Reg $99.99

BoreSnake Bore Cleaner
Cleans a bore in less than 10 seconds with a single pull. Its integrated bronze brush 
effectively loosens hard fouling and lead, then the woven cotton fl oss that follows picks it all 
up. Completely washable so it can be reused over and over.

Rifl e .............................................................. Product # ............Regular ...................... Sale
17, 20 Cal .......................................................507-029 ............... $15.99 ....................$12.79
22 Cal .............................................................260-083 ............... $15.99 ....................$12.79
243 Cal, 6mm .................................................165-934 ............... $15.99 ....................$12.79
25, 264 Cal, 6.5mm ........................................470-826 ............... $15.99 ....................$12.79
270, 284 Cal, 7mm .........................................678-792 ............... $15.99 ....................$12.79
30 Cal .............................................................398-345 ............... $15.99 ....................$12.79
35, 375 Cal .....................................................658-428 ............... $15.99 ....................$12.79
416, 45 Cal .....................................................456-622 ............... $15.99 ....................$12.79
50, 54 Cal .......................................................156-214 ............... $15.99 ....................$12.79

Action Proving Dummy, Snap Cap
• For storage, training and function testing
• Pistol, Rifl e and Shotgun Snap Caps are precision CNC machined from 

solid aluminum with a hard anodized fi nish and can protect the fi ring 
pin through more than 3000 dry fi res

• Rimfi re is anodized aluminum “Dummy Round” but not a snap cap, dry 
fi ring will deform the head, limiting their use to 4 or 5 hits

Rimfi re ......................................................... Product # ............Regular ................. Sale
22 LR, per 6 ....................................................724-840 ................ $7.99 ..................$5.29
Pistol ............................................................ Product # ............Regular ................. Sale
380 ACP, per 5 ................................................786-010 ............... $17.99 ...............$10.99
9mm Luger, per 5 ...........................................642-438 ............... $17.99 ...............$10.99
38 Spl, per 6 ...................................................444-108 ............... $17.99 ...............$12.99
357 Mag, per 6 ...............................................899-848 ............... $17.99 ...............$12.99
40 S&W, per 5 ................................................862-022 ............... $17.99 ...............$10.99
44 Rem Mag, per 6 .........................................529-055 ............... $17.99 ...............$12.99
45 ACP, per 5 ..................................................691-109 ............... $17.99 ...............$10.99
45 Colt (LC), per 6 ..........................................534-209 ............... $19.99 ...............$12.99

Bore Shine Bore Cleaning Solvent and Oil
Butch’s Bore Shine Bore Cleaning Solvent is a next-generation non-abrasive chemical 
solvent. When used properly and regularly, it removes all forms of bore fouling, 
including copper, carbon buildup, lead, wax and even plastic from shotgun wads with 
very little effort. Recommended by both the Lilja and Douglas rifl e barrel companies. 
This formula is safe to use on carbon and stainless barrels. This is the closest thing to a 
one-step cleaning technique available. Butch’s Gun Oil is an excellent bore conditioner 
to be used in conjunction with Butch’s Bore Shine. It is a unique blend of several natural 
oils. It is specifi cally designed to withstand the intense heat and pressures produced 
by powder combustion. The product also contains a rust inhibitor, so as to provide the 
absolute maximum in corrosion protection for both carbon and stainless steel barrels.

Description .................................................. Product # ............Regular ................Sale
Bore Cleaning Solvent, 8 oz Liquid ................381-808 ............... $11.99 ............. $10.79
Bore Cleaning Solvent, 16 oz Liquid ..............440-524 ............... $21.99 ............. $18.49
Gun Oil, 4 oz ...................................................141-281 ............... $11.49 ............... $6.29

Triple Twill Cleaning Patches
These square cleaning patches feature a special 
weave and chemical treatment to prevent shedding 
and increase absorbency. They hold more solvent 
and absorb more fouling than standard fl annel 
patches.

Description ..................................Size .............. Product # .........Regular .............. Sale
22 to 26 Cal, per 1000 .......... 1-1/8” Square ......... 233-011 ............$14.99 ..............$9.99
6mm Bench Rest, per 1000 .. 1-1/2” Square ......... 833-014 ............$14.99 ..............$9.99
27 to 348 Cal, per 750 .......... 1-3/4” Square ......... 755-417 ............$14.99 ..............$9.99
35 to 45 Cal, per 500 ............ 2-1/4” Square ......... 482-576 ............$14.99 ..............$9.99
45 to 58 Cal, per 375 ............ 2-1/2” Square ......... 141-784 ............$14.99 ..............$9.99
16, 12, 10 Ga, per 300 ............. 3” Square ............ 182-930 ............$14.99 ..............$9.49

MicroVault Electronic Safe
• 16 gage steel with foam inserts and high strength, tamper-proof lock
• Fingertip key pad with computerized control will block access after repeated invalid 

entries, over 12 million combination possibilities
• 11’ x 8” x 2”

# 676-336

$84.99
Reg $99.99

The Otis Modern Sporting Rifl e (MSR) 
& AR Cleaning System is designed to 
give you everything you need to quickly 
and effectively clean your AR in the fi eld. 
The system also includes everything 
you need for a thorough cleaning once 
you get back from the fi eld. Everything 
you need for cleaning your 223/5.56 is 
contained in a handy, lightweight system. 
Includes 8” and 30” Memory Flex 
Cables, a bore brush, chamber brush, 
t-handle, mongoose brush, bore cleaner/
lubricant, BONE tool for carrier cleaning 
and soft case with belt loop.

# 177-493

$44.99
Reg $56.99

Modern Sporting Rifl e (MSR) 
& AR Cleaning System

Gun Cleaning and Maintenance Mat
The Tipton Gun Cleaning and Maintenance Mat is made of a gray felt featuring a non-
skid backing with no-mar surface to protect fi rearms during assembly and disassembly. 
Excess oils and solvents are absorbed into the mat, keeping the surface clean and dry. 
Each mat washes in mild detergent and water, and rolls up easily for storage.

Description ..................................Color ........ Product # ......... Regular ................Sale
12” x 24” ................................... Dark Gray ......602-557 ..............$7.99................. $6.49
16” x 54” ................................... Dark Gray ......160-957 .............$18.29.............. $13.49

Total Defense Fire-
Resistant 28-Gun Safe

The Stack-On Total Defense Fire Resistant 
Gun Safe will keep your fi rearms, personal 
items, and ammunition safe and secure 
through nearly any disaster. The reinforced 
steel door is fi lled with fi re retardant 
material creating a protective fi re wall. 
To further enhance fi re resistance, the 
door stripping expands and seals when 
exposed to fi re. The Total Defense Gun 
Safe features heavy-duty welded, steel 
box construction that is incredibly strong 
and secure. The safe includes extra-large 
1.5” tapered steel, live action locking bolts 
that lock directly into the body of the safe 
on three sides, and three stationary dead 
bolt on the hinge side of the door for the 
ultimate security. The electronic locks are 
easy to program, and include a back-up 
key. The electronic lock features a low 
battery indicator light, and the battery is 
easily accessible without opening the safe. Ext. dimensions: 29 1/4” x 25 1/2” x 59”. All 
shipping charges included in price. Matte black and silver.

# 483-668

$999.99
Reg $1,349.99

Convertible Double-Door 
Security Gun Cabinet

The Stack-On 16 to 31-Gun 
Convertible Double-Door Steel 
Security Cabinet is perfect for storing 
all your guns and gear. The cabinet is 
manufactured with welded, steel box 
construction for incredible strength and 
durability. The Steel Security Cabinet 
features a superior all-steel 3-point 
locking system that provides a greater 
level of security for your valuable guns 
and gear. The cabinet also features 
pre-drilled holes for easy attachment 
to the fl oor or a wall, and includes 
the necessary hardware. The cabinet 
exterior features a durable epoxy fi nish 
that will look great in any workshop or 
gun room. The cabinet also includes 
removable shelves so you can 
customize your cabinet for your storage 
needs. Reinforced, full-sized steel door with 3-point locking system with key coded, 
double-bitted lock for greater security. Doors are keyed separately. Ext. dimensions: 
38” x 18” x 55”. All shipping charges included in price. Hunter green.

# 522-947

$449.99
Reg $599.99
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Brave 3 Youth 
Compound Bow Package

Introduce your youngster to the sport 
of archery with this bow from Bear. 
Specifi cally designed for intermediate 
shooters to help them develop their 
archery skills. - 15-20 lb Draw Weight - 
15”-20” Draw Length - Right Hand only - 
Kit Includes: 2 safetyglass arrows, 
armguard, 2-piece quiver - fi nger tab - 
Whisker Biscuit arrow rest - 
1-pin sight

# 761-168

$49.99
Reg $69.99

1st Shot Bow Package
Ideal for the beginning archer, this bow package 
features durable composite limbs and is perfect 
for right or left hand archers. 8-12lb draw weight - 
Suggested for archers age 4 to 7 - Kit Includes: 2 
safetyglass arrows, armguard, quiver, fi nger tab, 
and a paper target.

# 324-983

$14.99
Reg $19.99

Scout Youth 
Compound Bow 

Package
Perfect for the beginning archer, this 
compound bow features durable 
fi berglass limbs and is great for either 
right or left hand archers. 8-13lb draw 
weight - Suggested for archers age 
4 to 7 - Kit Includes: 2 safetyglass 
arrows, armguard, quiver, fi nger tab, 
and a sight pin.

# 131-587

$24.99
Reg $29.99

GPSMAP 62st 
Handheld GPS Unit

With the introduction of the GPSMAP 62st, Garmin has proven 
to the world that a value-priced GPS unit can possess high-end 
features. This handheld unit comes standard with a worldwide 
basemap and also comes equipped with TOPO US 100K maps. 
1.7 GB of internal memory provides plenty of space for fi le 
downloads and with photo navigation, you can easily download 
an image from the Internet and navigate to that exact spot. The 
electronic compass features a 3-axis design, compensating 
for tilt and helping you see where you are going, even while 
standing still. The barometric altimeter helps this unit track your 
precise location, using changes in barometric pressure. This 

feature also allows you to keep an eye on ever-changing weather conditions by tracking 
barometric pressures over time. You’ll never have to worry about wet weather ruining 
your unit. With its weatherproof design, the GPSMAP 62st will stay dry and functional 
and is submersible up to 1 meter for 30 minutes. The GPSMAP 62st is best powered by 
lithium AA batteries. The GPSMAP 62st is also compatible with City Navigator software 
for auto-routing navigation. The GPSMAP 62st can also be connected to a computer 
with Internet to connect to Garmin Connect. The 5 megapixel camera allows you to take 
images of beautiful scenery or link your GPS to your favorite mushroom hunting, deer 
hunting or fi shing spots.

# 223-449

$349.99
Reg $449.99

Spec Ops 8.0 MP Black Flash 
Infrared Game Camera

The Browning Spec Ops gives you an 
affordable, feature rich camera, with an 
invisible fl ash that won’t spook camera 
wary animals. With 8 MP image resolution 
and a trigger speed that comes in at .69 
seconds, you are sure to get a great picture 
of anything that walks in front of this camera. 
The 50’ fl ash range allows for images of 
deer that skirt your corn pile, while the 
time, date, temperature and moon phase 
image tags allow you to see exactly when 
your deer are moving. The delay on your 
camera can be customized to the season 
or setting, with a programmable 5 second 
to 60 minute delay setting. Coupled with 
32 GB SD memory card compatibility and the 
black fl ash, you can leave your camera out 
and your deer undisturbed, making sure your 
honey hole doesn’t get too much pressure. 
The multi-shot mode will take up to 8 pictures 
at 3 second intervals. For those who prefer faster intervals, the rapid fi re mode takes up 
to 6 pictures at 1/3 second intervals. The 2” color viewing screen allows you to view your 
images in the fi eld, which helps you make the decision to move the camera or not. The 
Spec Ops features HD video with sound and features a programmable security code, for 
added security. Camo.

# 977-630

$129.99
Reg $179.99

CanCooker Cooking Pot 
and Accessories

Easily feed your friends and family 
a variety of delicious recipes with the CanCooker. The CanCooker can be heated on 
a number of heat sources, from campfi res to bbq grills. The high-temperature silicone 
gasket helps trap steam, cooking your food thoroughly and effi ciently. Loaded with 
features to help keep you safe while preparing your meals. The riveted heavy-duty 
handles are stout and secure, for easy transportation from the heat source to the dinner 
table. A vented lid helps relieve excess pressures and the safety clamps keep the lid in 
place.

Description .................................................. Product # ............Regular ..................Sale
2 Gallon CanCooker Jr. Pot (Pictured) ...........860-343 ............... $49.99 ............... $39.99
4 Gallon CanCooker Pot .................................714-448 ............... $79.99 ............... $64.99
4 Gallon CanCooker Bone Collector Pot ........948-151 ............... $79.99 ............... $64.99
Cooking Rack .................................................842-022 ................ $9.99 .................. $7.49

5-Tray Dehydrator
The LEM 5-Tray Dehydrator is perfect for making jerky at 
home. The fi ve 15” square trays give you plenty of drying 
space and are easy to remove and clean, and the heat 
trapping door allows for trays to be removed without loss 
of drying effi ciency. The thermostat allows you to adjust 
the temperature from 85 to 155 degrees Fahrenheit and 
the digital timer ensures accurate and consistent cooking. 
Other features of this dehydrator include a 500 watt heating 
element, a rear mounted fan that remains free of drippings 
during the cleaning process and food-grade ABS construction 
that is BPA free with aluminum reinforced corners. If you have 
been looking for a great dehydrator, or just want to upgrade 
from your old one, the LEM 5-Tray Dehydrator is a great 
choice.

# 453-798

$109.99
Reg $146.99

Meat Mixer
Sausage making has never been easier with the LEM 
17 lb Stainless Steel Meat Mixer. Simply throw all of 
your ingredients in and turn the handle and this product 
will quickly and thoroughly mix everything together. 
Made from stainless steel, this mixer is easy to clean 
up and rust resistant. Stainless steel tub measures 11”L 
x 8.75”W x 11”H and will handle up to 17 lbs of meat at 
one time. If you make your own sausage, this product 
is a must have.

# 586-029

$112.99
Reg $142.99

Electric Meat Slicer
This meat slicer is the ideal choice for home use. It features a cast steel base with 
an aluminum die-cast housing. Perfect for slicing meat for jerky or lunch meat for 
sandwiches. The slicer has a brushed motor that starts at 80 watts and ramps up to 130 
watts as it is put under load.

# 233-484

$64.99
Reg $99.99

Jerky Cannon Kit
The Jerky Cannon from LEM is a heavy-duty 
jerky maker that can hold 1-1/2 pounds of meat. 
The ends of the anodized aluminum barrel are 
fl ared to allow for easy loading and insertion of 
the piston. Ideal for making ground meat jerky 
or snack strips.

# 291-755

$34.99
Reg $47.49
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Black Jack Predator Decoy
FoxPro’s Black Jack Predator Decoy offers 
unrivaled action that has never been offered at 
such an affordable price, with the same quality 
you expect from FoxPro. The Black Jack comes 
standard with FoxPro’s Jack Topper which can be 
interchanged with different toppers. Think you can’t 
decoy predators? You don’t know Jack! The Black 
Jack allows for remote operation from most FoxPro 
remote digital game calls, and is the packable, 
stand-alone electronic decoy that gives you the 
action you need at a price you’ll love! Operates on 
four AA batteries (not included) for over 100 hours of 
continuous operation.

# 714-103

$39.99
Reg $47.99

Predator Hunting DVDs
Over 3 hours of predator hunting on each DVD!

Description ..................................................................Product # ...... Regular ........Sale
“Mastering the Art, Predator” Instructional DVD .............246-405 ..........$7.99......... $6.99
“The Truth 8: Calling All Coyotes” DVD ..........................315-806 ..........$7.99......... $6.99
“The Truth 9: Calling All Coyotes” DVD ..........................885-162 ..........$7.99......... $6.99

A.  Parka
This insulated snow camoufl age is just what you need to keep you warm and dry on 
those snowy days in the fi eld. Constructed from DriStalk III material with taped seams 
for 100% waterproof performance. The parka features two zippered chest pockets and 
two cargo style expandable pockets.
Sizes: M-2XL
Patterns: Natural Gear Snow
# 2655181554................................Regular $79.99 ...................................Sale $54.99 

B.  Bibs
Constructed from DriStalk III material with taped seams for 100% waterproof 
performance. The bibs feature two front pockets and zippered legs for easy entry while 
wearing boots.
Sizes: M-2XL
Patterns: Natural Gear Snow
# 2655299677................................Regular $89.99 ...................................Sale $64.99 

C.  Insulated Gloves
This insulated snow camoufl age is just what you need to keep you warm and dry on 
those snowy days in the fi eld. The Parka and Bibs are constructed from DriStalk III 
material with taped seams for 100% waterproof performance. The parka features two 
zippered chest pockets and two cargo style expandable pockets while the bibs feature 
two front pockets and zippered legs for easy entry while wearing boots.

Sizes: M/L-XL-2XL
Patterns: Natural Gear Snow
# 2655171194 ................................Regular $19.99 ...................................Sale $14.99 

Headwear
The 6 Panel Cap from Natural Gear is great for keeping the sun out of your eyes while 
you wait for that trophy to get within range. It is constructed of cotton and features the 
Natural Gear logo on the crown. One size fi ts most. The comfortable beanie is exactly 
what you need to keep you warm on those snowy days in the fi eld. This beanie is a 
combination of spandex and polyester which provides a superior fi t and the Natural 
Snow camo is perfect for keeping you concealed on your winter hunts. The knit face 
mask is the perfect way to stay warm on those extremely cold and snowy days. This 
mask features a fl eece facing for increased comfort and a knit top for superior warmth 
and comfort.

Description .................................................. Product # ............Regular ................Sale
6 Panel Logo Cap (D) .....................................395-666 ................ $9.99 ................ $5.99
Beanie (E) ....................................................... 311-509 ................ $7.99 ................ $5.99
Winter Face Mask (F) .....................................881-448 ................ $7.99 ................ $5.99

A.

B.

C.
D.E.

F.

Slingshots
Description ........................................Product # ..... Regular ..... Sale
Black Widow 
  Folding Slingshot (Pictured) .............. 114-427 .........$10.99 .....$7.99
Cobra Slingshot ................................... 216-655 .........$16.99 ...$13.99
Diablo Slingshot ................................... 299-502 .........$14.99 ...$12.99
38 Caliber Steel Ammo ........................ 113-080 ..........$7.99 ......$5.99
Pack of 140
38 Caliber Polymer Practice Ammo ..... 959-711 ..........$5.99 ......$3.99
Pack of 100

Snow Camo

Nite Stalker Electronic Predator Call
The Nite Stalker from Western Rivers is one of the most advanced 
MP3 digital game callers on the market. This call features 2 
gigabytes of sound capacity, which is the most of any caller on the 
market, and gets you access to Western Rivers’ full sound library, 
which features sounds from over 200 game species. The dual 
speaker system gives 360 degree sound for extremely effective 
calling. Both the caller and the remote have hi-resolution 128x64 
illuminated LCDs, making this caller perfect for both day and night 
use. The remote has a range of 250 yards, allowing the hunter to 
place the call in the perfect position to bring in a predator. Camo.

# 917-820

$269.99
Reg $469.99
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Perfect Fit 
Reloading Tray

Superior to the generic, “one size fi ts all” reloading trays on the market, Frankford 
Arsenal offers 12 different trays, each sized to a particular family of cartridges from 25 
ACP to 500 Nitro. The stackable Perfect Fit Reloading Trays are made of a lightweight 
composite material that will not break down from case lubes, solvents and other 
chemicals, providing years of service to the reloader. Trays hold 50 rounds. Easily 
cleanable with warm water and mild detergent. For a perfect fi t, see the application 
chart, check our website or contact us.

Description .................................................. Product # .........Regular .................. Sale
#2 (17, 221, 222, 223, 30 M1) ........................888-804 ............. $5.99 ...................$4.99
#2S (32 ACP, 32 S&W, 380 ACP) ...................140-304 ............. $5.99 ...................$4.99
#3 (9mm Luger, 9mm Makarov) .....................125-282 ............. $5.99 ...................$4.99
#4 (38 Spl, 357 Mag, 7.62x39) .......................945-674 ............. $5.99 ...................$4.99
#4S (357 Sig, 40 S&W, 10mm, 218) ...............310-196 ............. $5.99 ...................$4.99
#5 (22-250, 243, 257, 308, 30-06) ..................536-734 ............. $5.99 ...................$4.99
#5S (45 ACP) ..................................................368-157 ............. $5.99 ...................$4.99
#6 (41 Mag, 44, 45 LC, 284, 30-30) ...............527-464 ............. $5.99 ...................$4.99
#7 (7mm Mag, 338, 405, 458) ........................426-937 ............. $5.99 ...................$4.99

Quick-N-EZ Case Tumbler Master Kit 
with Quick-N-EZ Rotary Media Separator

The Quick-N-EZ Case Tumbler is the biggest advancement to happen to case tumbling 
in years. It is packed with features and upgrades; the unique bowl design increases 
brass agitation for fast, aggressive cleaning that reduces wear on reloading dies 
and extends brass life. A clear lid lets the user monitor the tumbling action, while a 
cord-mounted on/off switch provides safety and convenience. At the center of it all, the 
powerful motor is solid and reliable; ready to provide years of tough cleaning action. 
The Rotary Media Separator quickly separates brass from media with a turn of the 
handle. Brass is caught in the separator while media is separated into the 3-1/2 gallon 
bucket for storage ready for reuse. Kit includes the Quick-N-EZ Case Tumbler, Rotary 
Media Separator, 4 oz Brass Polish, 3-1/2 gal bucket and 3 lb bag Corn Cob Media.

# 414-369

$66.99
Reg $76.99

Carbide 3-Die Set
Set includes Carbide Sizer Die, Powder 
Thru Expander Die, Bullet Seater Die, 
shellholder, powder dipper and load data 
sheet.

Pistol ............................................................ Product # ............Regular ..................Sale
32 H&R Mag ...................................................307-299 ............... $31.49 ............... $28.29
9mm Luger .....................................................140-349 ............... $31.49 ............... $28.29
38 Spl, 357 Mag .............................................418-312 ............... $31.49 ............... $28.29
40 S&W, 10mm Auto ......................................280-965 ............... $31.49 ............... $28.29
44 Spl, 44 Rem Mag .......................................703-076 ............... $31.49 ............... $28.29
45 ACP ...........................................................661-032 ............... $31.49 ............... $28.29
45 Colt (LC) ....................................................159-803 ............... $31.49 ............... $28.29
500 S&W Mag ................................................326-474 ............... $31.49 ............... $28.29
Rifl e .............................................................. Product # ............Regular ..................Sale
30 Carbine ...................................................... 447-911 ............... $37.99 ............... $34.99

G-RX Base Sizing Die
Easily removes the 40 S&W case “bulge” common 
with once-fi red or range brass. Available in an 
economical steel version or in a carbide version 
(the carbide die does not require case lube). 
The optional bottle and adapter (sold separately) 
work together to catch and store cases as they’re 
pushed through the die. This is a must-have for 
anyone who reloads 40 S&W, making reloads 
more reliable and less prone to feeding failures.

Kit ................................................................. Product # ............Regular ..................Sale
40 S&W Carbide Die Kit .................................231-187 ............... $74.99 ............... $67.49
40 S&W Steel Die Kit ......................................358-543 ............... $37.49 ............... $33.49
Accessories ................................................ Product # ............Regular ..................Sale
Bottle Adapter .................................................789-703 ................ $9.89 .................. $8.89
HDPE Bottle 32 oz ..........................................471-996 ................ $6.49 .................. $5.49

Mini Digital Reloading Scale
• Designed to weigh bullets, powder and arrows
• Measures in grains, grams, carats and ounces
• Includes calibration weight and foam lined storage case
• 750 grain capacity

# 713-049

$26.99
Reg $39.99

Lock-N-Load Ultrasonic Case Cleaners
This cleaner uses a combination of intense ultrasonic cleaning action and the unique 
One Shot Sonic cleaning solution (sold separately) to clean the inside of the case, 
primer pocket and outside of the case quicker and more effi ciently than any tumbler on 
the market. Ultrasonic action creates “Microjets” that take off the most stubborn carbon 
from brass cases, gun parts and other equipment that will fi t in the machine. The 
Magnum cleaner holds approximately 400 223 Rem cases or 200 308 Win cases, while 
the Sonic 2L holds approximately 300 223 cases or 150 308 Win cases.

# 344-021

$214.99
Reg $239.99

Lock-N-Load Ammunition Concentricity Gage
The fi rst tool on the market to both identify and eliminate bullet runout. By identifying 
bullet runout and eliminating it, ammunition becomes more consistent, which leads to 
better accuracy. Just place loaded cartridge in the tool, roll it, and identify runout on the 
dial. Once runout is identifi ed the dial indicator is used to adjust runout to zero. This 
tool will work with both reloaded ammunition and factory ammunition to eliminate bullet 
runout and make it a thing of the past.

# 220-200

$89.99
Reg $99.99

Powder Funnel
A rugged aluminum funnel with brass end. Works great 
with smokeless and black powder because it will not 
cause static sparks. The caliber-specifi c size creates a 
snug fi t that will keep the funnel tight on the case neck. 

Description........Product #..........Regular ............Sale
20 Cal ...................335-890 ............$11.99 ........... $9.99
22 Cal ...................480-995 ............$11.99 ........... $9.99
243 Cal, 6mm .......346-344 ............$11.99 ........... $9.99
284 Cal, 7mm .......173-146 ............$11.99 ........... $9.99
30 Cal ...................924-093 ............$11.99 ........... $9.99
45 Cal ...................195-754 ............$18.99 ......... $16.99

Max Cartridge Gage
This steel gage checks mouth diameter, base diameter, rim 
thickness and diameter, case and overall length and bullet 
diameter.

Description ............. Product # ............Regular ..................Sale
380 ACP .................... 811-584 ............... $19.99 ............... $17.99
9mm Luger ................888-465 ............... $19.99 ............... $17.99
38 Spl ........................645-976 ............... $19.99 ............... $17.99
357 Mag ....................466-895 ............... $19.99 ............... $17.99
40 S&W .....................276-502 ............... $19.99 ............... $17.99
45 ACP ......................171-349 ............... $19.99 ............... $17.99

Description ........................... Case Capacity .......Media Capacity ... Product # .....Regular ....... Sale
Turbo 1200 Auto-Flo .............350 38 Spl Cases ...........1 lb/3 lbs ...........450-403 ........$94.99 .....$84.99
Turbo 2500 Pro Mag ............1000 38 Spl Cases ............. 7 lbs ..............514-805 ........$82.99 .....$73.99
Turbo Twin (Pictured) ....175 and 350 38 Spl Cases ....1 lb/3 lbs ...........286-322 ........$72.99 .....$65.49

Turbo Tumbler
• Hi-Profi le base and motor assembly with 

excellent air fl ow to promote cooling and longer 
motor life

• Built-in exciters for fast, aggressive tumbling 
action

• Turbo Twin models feature the Turbo 1200 
Tumbler with an additional Turbo 600 Tumbler 
bowl

• Auto-Flo models automatically separate clean 
cases from media by using the tumbler’s built-in 
drain spout.

Model 1010 Magnetic Scale
Scale has a large 1,010 grain capacity and is accurate to within 1/10 grain. Its 2 poise 
adjustments allow easy measurements down to 1/10 of a grain. Features magnetic 
dampening, non-stick and non-spill aluminum pan, self-aligning agate bearings, 
hardened steel pivot knives and a tough plastic cover.

# 415-607

$147.99
Reg $167.99

Rotary Case 
and Media Separator

The RCBS Rotary Case and Media 
Separator is an essential tool every reloader 
should have. It makes emptying media from 
freshly tumbled cases a snap. With several 
turns of the handle the media falls to the 
solid bottom of the separator, leaving the 
cases clean and ready to use and media 
where it can easily be poured into a storage 
container.

# 176-956

$31.49
Reg $34.99
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1911 22 LR Conversion Kit
Shoot your favorite 1911 for less with this conversion kit. It installs easily on most single 
stack 1911s chambered in 45 ACP (not compatible with ramped barrel), and requires no 
permanent modifi cations. It will even fi t Commander models, though the magazine will 
protrude slightly below the grip. Designed for accurate training and plinking, it includes 
adjustable sights and a 10-Rnd magazine.

Description .................................................. Product # ............Regular .................Sale
Matte Conversion Kit ......................................742-983 .............. $349.99 ...........$299.99
 Silver Conversion Kit .....................................864-181 .............. $349.99 ...........$299.99
10-Rnd Polymer Magazine .............................952-522 ............... $22.99 ..............$19.99

Ruger 10/22 Barrel
This 18” barrel features a standard 1 in 16” twist, 0.920” target barrel diameter and a 
recessed match-style crown. 22 LR. Blue.

# 305-251

$84.99
Reg $104.99

Mossberg 500 12 Ga Shotgun Barrel
Perhaps the perfect home defense barrel for the Mossberg 500. This 18.5” cylinder 
bore barrel features a 3” chamber and bead sight. Matte blue fi nish.

# 748-383

$74.99
Reg $99.99

Recoil Buffer
Eliminate damage to critical components with a buffer 
by preventing receiver or frame battering caused by a 
gun’s bolt or slide assembly. Made from a high density 
polyurethane formulated for maximum shock-absorbing 
characteristics. Drop-in. Package of one unless 
otherwise noted.

Description .................................................. Product # ............Regular .................Sale
AK-47, Valmet, Galil .......................................674-094 ............... $13.99 ..............$10.99
Glock (Except Subcompacts) .........................691-091 ................ $8.99 .................$7.49
Ruger 10/22, 10/22 Magnum ..........................447-629 ................ $8.99 .................$7.49
SKS ................................................................ 711-657 ................ $8.99 .................$7.49
Springfi eld M1A ..............................................176-087 ............... $13.99 ..............$10.99

Remington 700 M5 Trigger Guard 
and Detachable Magazine Assembly

Replacement assembly for the Remington 700 Short Action BDL. Includes one 5-Rnd 
magazine. Will also accept Badger Ordnance 10-Rnd magazines (sold separately). Made 
from aluminum with black hardcoat anodizing. Stock inletting may be required.

# 440-944

$359.99
Reg $422.99

Remington 700 ADL Ultimate Sniper Rifl e Stock
Choate designed the Ultimate Sniper Stock to provide a wide array of precision 
features at a great price. This stock includes an adjustable cheekpiece and buttpad for 
a perfect fi t. A rear elevation screw and  a wide, angled forend provide precise elevation 
adjustments and stability. The 13-1/4” length of pull can be adjusted using spacers 
(sold separately). The aluminum bedding block free-fl oats barrels up 1-1/4” in diameter 
without modifi cation. Fits short action ADL rifl es. BDL actions can also be used with this 
stock, but the hinged fl oorplate will be eliminated. Olive Drab.

# 818-699

$170.99
Reg $190.99

Remington 700 Trigger
Shilen Triggers have steel bodies, and all moving parts 
are heat-treated. Fully adjustable for weight of pull, 
creep and overtravel. This model accepts older factory 
safeties, but will not work with new X-Mark Pro safeties, 
and is adjustable from 1-1/2 to 3 lbs. Right hand only. 
Fits Remington 700, 40X and rear grip XP-100 silhouette 
handguns.

# 523-226

$87.99
Reg $97.99

1911 Gov’t Semi Drop-In Barrel
Hammer forged over a precision mandrel within .0001” and bore tolerances held within 
.0002”, this barrel is a surefi re way to upgrade or replace your old or worn out barrel. 
This barrel is manufactured from 4140 steel, heat treated to 44Rc and features a 
bore with a surface fi nish of 16 micro or better. This barrel also features a 90 degree 
National Match ramp. This is a drop-in barrel however due to the diverse selection and 
variations in slides and frames, minor fi tting may be required. 45 ACP.

Description .................................................. Product # ............Regular ............... Sale
5” Barrel ..........................................................693-897 ............... $55.99 .............$39.99
5” Barrel w/Compensator ................................732-642 ............... $94.99 .............$79.99

@ONLYONLYONLY

1911 Gov’t Parts
Perfect for a custom build, replacement or upgrade. 
Fitting may be required. Parts are for the 1911 Gov’t 
in 45 ACP.

Description ....................................... Finish ........... Product # .... Regular .......... Sale
Commander-Style Hammer .................. SS ................749-237 ........$24.99.........$19.99
Complete Pin Set ................................. Blue ...............572-340 .........$7.99............$5.99
Extended Ejector ................................. Blue ...............181-666 ........$11.99 ...........$8.99
Extended Slide Stop, Blue ................... Blue ...............810-967 ........$23.99.........$20.99
Extended Slide Stop, Matte SS ............ SS ................771-684 ........$24.99.........$21.99
Match Trigger, Aluminum .................... Silver ..............975-169 ........$15.99...........$9.99
Match Trigger, Steel ............................. Blue ...............921-382 ........$17.99.........$10.49
National Match Barrel Bushing ............ Blue ...............528-011 ........$12.99...........$9.99

@ONLYONLYONLY

AR-15 Vise Block
This block slides into the magazine well and may then be 
clamped in a vise. Black.

# 711-128

$15.99
Reg $18.79

Marlin Rifl e Replacement Gun Parts
Poor weather conditions and heavy use in Cowboy Action events can cause early failure 
from your factory ejector. The 1-piece steel ejector replaces the lighter 2-piece factory 
ejector. A precision EDM sear and trigger that is hand polished will produce a crisp, clean 
2 to 3 lb trigger. Design eliminates the infamous Marlin trigger fl op. Fits all Marlin 336, 444, 
1894 and 1895 rifl es. Gunsmith installation required.

Description ..........................................Finish ........Product # ........ Regular ..............Sale
Ejector ....................................................Blue ...........161-270 .......... $24.49 ............ $21.99
Ejector .....................................................SS.............746-964 .......... $24.49 ............ $21.99
Trigger ....................................................Blue ...........259-762 .......... $87.99 ............ $78.99
Trigger .....................................................SS.............188-646 .......... $87.99 ............ $78.99

P500 Universal Sight Tool
Designed to remove, install and adjust front and rear dovetail sights for semi-auto 
handguns. This tool can be used by hand, or it can be used in a bench vise for sights 
that are extra tight. Tool comes with 2 sight tips: 1/4” round and 1/4” square. Steel and 
polymer construction.

# 163-458

$114.99
Reg $127.99

B&J Machine
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Guardian Angel Pepper Blaster II Pepper Spray Gel
This advanced non-lethal self defense tool carries easily in pocket or purse. The outer 
body conforms to either a right or left-hand grip, and fi ts almost any size hand. Contains 
2 cylinders of 10% OC with an effective range of up to 13 ft and effects last up to 
45 minutes. Revolutionary propulsion operation with enough energy to wrap around 
glasses or penetrate a face mask. 90 mph jet delivery minimizes cross-contamination 
and instantly incapacitates an assailant. We have also teamed up with DeSantis holsters 
to offer an exclusive leather pocket holster (sold separately) for the Pepper Blaster II.

Description .................................................. Product # ............Regular ..................Sale
Pepper Blaster II .............................................344-219 ............... $39.99 ............... $29.99
Leather Pocket Holster ...................................767-583 ................ $9.79 .................. $7.29

CQC Serpa Holster
This popular holster securely engages the trigger guard 
of your fi rearm as you holster, yet immediately releases 
the fi rearm as you press the release button as you 
draw. Lightweight and durable, it includes both paddle 
and belt attachments and is adjustable for cant. Perfect 
for open carry, yet the lightweight design and retention 
feature make it great for concealed carry under a coat 
or jacket as well.

Right Hand ..............................Color ...............Product # ............ Regular ................Sale
1911 Gov’t, Cmdr ...................... Black ................ 553-392 ................$36.99.............. $31.99
1911 Gov’t, Cmdr ........... Carbon Fiber Black ..... 193-604 ................$44.99.............. $38.99
Glock 17, 22, 31 ....................... Black ................ 251-450 ................$36.99.............. $31.99
Glock 19, 23, 32 ....................... Black ................ 518-594 ................$36.99.............. $31.99
Glock 20, 21 ............................. Black .................111-580 ................$36.99.............. $31.99
S&W M&P 9, M&P 40 .... Carbon Fiber Black ..... 241-483 ................$36.99.............. $31.99
Sig Sauer 220, 226 ................... Black ................ 183-174 ................$36.99.............. $31.99
Springfi eld XD ........................... Black ................ 196-515 ................$36.99.............. $31.99

Flashlights
High powered LEDs paired with compact and ergonomic designs. From penlights to full-
size duty lights, Streamlight offers durable, dependable fl ashlights for every application.

Description ..............................Color ...............Product # ............ Regular ................Sale
Microstream Penlight ................ Black ................ 168-600 ................$19.49.............. $15.49
1 AAA battery, 1.5 hr runtime, 28 lumen output
Nano Keychain Light ................ Black ................ 168-627 .................$7.49................. $5.99
4 button cell batteries, 8 hour runtime
Polytac ...................................... Black ................ 581-349 ................$42.49.............. $35.99
2 CR 123 batteries, 3 hr runtime, 120 lumen output
Stylus ........................................ Black ................ 482-880 ................$13.99...............$11.99
3 AAAA batteries, 60 hr runtime, 4.3 lumen output
Stylus Pro Penlight ................... Black ................ 547-439 ................$23.99.............. $18.99
2 AAA batteries, 7.5 hr runtime, 24 lumen output

Super Fly Pocket Holster
• Synthetic construction with sticky exterior to 

secure holster in place
• Smooth, pack cloth interior
• Removable exterior fl ap helps break up 

outline

Description .................................................Color .....Product #.....Regular ........... Sale
Kahr K9, K40, P9, P40, 
  MK9, MK40, PM9, PM40 ........................... Black .......116-791 .......$26.49 .........$22.99
Kel-Tec P3AT, Ruger LCP 
  with Crimson Trace Lasergrips .................. Black .......961-958 .......$26.49 .........$22.99
Kel-Tec P32, P3AT....................................... Black .......944-079 .......$26.49 .........$22.99
S&W Bodyguard 380  .................................. Black .......222-236 .......$26.49 .........$22.99
S&W J-Frame 2-1/4” Barrel ......................... Black .......818-372 .......$26.49 .........$22.99
Sig Sauer P238 ........................................... Black .......182-953 .......$26.49 .........$22.99

Mag Packer Pocket 
Magazine Pouch

Made of the same tacky material used in the nemesis holster, this pouch won’t budge 
in the pocket and will stay there when the magazine is drawn. Magazines are held in an 
upright position for a good grasp.

Description ........................................... Color .....Product # .....Regular ................. Sale
Single Stack 25 ACP to 380 ACP .......... Black ...... 143-508........ $16.99 ...............$14.99
Single Stack 9mm to 40 S&W ............... Black ...... 156-337........ $16.99 ...............$14.99
Double Stack Glock 17, 19, 
  22, 23, 26, 27, 31, 33, 36..................... Black ...... 793-183........ $16.99 ...............$14.99

AR-15 8-Magazine Chest Rig
Carry some serious fi repower with this adjustable chest rig form Blackhawk. Each of 
the 4 pouches holds 2 AR-15 magazines, for a total capacity of 240 rounds. The wide 
shoulder and waist straps offer comfort under heavy loads, and the 1000 denier nylon 
construction stands up to extensive fi eld use.

Description .................................................. Product # ............Regular ..................Sale
Black ...............................................................140-142 ............... $57.99 ............... $49.99
Coyote Tan .....................................................715-450 ............... $57.99 ............... $49.99

Scorpion XL Flashlight
The Streamlight Scorpion XL Tactical LED Flashlight features the Streamlight C4 LED 
which is impervious to shock and has a 50,000 hour lifetime. The Streamlight Scorpion XL 
has three modes: High at 200 Lumens for 2.5 hours, Low at 10 Lumens for 50 hours, and 
Strobe for signaling or tactical use. The Scorpion XL features a multi function push button 
tailcap and can switch between modes with a single hand. Batteries included.

# 397-558

$44.99
Reg $51.99

Tactical Pen
Machined out of 6061 type III hard anodized aluminum, this tactical pen features a ball 
point black ink cartridge and a black pocket clip with the Smith & Wesson logo and 
name laser engraved on it. The M&P Tactical pen features a snap-on cap, while the 
regular Tactical pen features a screw-on cap. The overall length for each is  5.7” and the 
weight is 1.4 oz. Black.

Description .....................................Color ...........Product # .....Regular ................. Sale
M&P Tactical Pen (Pictured) ............ Black ............ 171-700........ $23.99 ...............$20.99
Tactical Pen ..................................... Black ............ 870-646........ $30.49 ...............$25.99

King Tuk Inside the Waistband Holster
Galco’s KingTuk tuckable inside the 
waistband reigns supreme in comfort, 
speed, and versatility! The KingTuk 
provides the best of both worlds: a 
comfortable backing plate made of lined 
saddle leather with Napa leather front 
combined with a rigid Kydex holster 
pocket for a fast draw and easy holstering. 
Worn inside the waistband, the KingTuk’s 
removable metal belt clips (fi tting belts up 
to 1 3/4”) can be moved up or down in the 
corresponding holes in the leather, enabling 
the user to set the carry height and angle to 
suit their unique preferences.

Right Hand ...........................................................Color ......... Product # ..............Price
1911 Government, Commander ............................ Black ........... 951-889 ..............$55.96
1911 Offi cer, Micro ................................................. Black ........... 287-838 ..............$55.96
Glock 17, 19, 26, 22, 23, 27, 36 ............................ Black ........... 534-949 ..............$55.96
Glock 20, 21, 29, 30 .............................................. Black ........... 217-061 ..............$55.96
Ruger LCP, Diamondback P380, 
  Kel-Tec 3AT ......................................................... Black ........... 987-129 ..............$55.96
S&W J-Frame ........................................................ Black ........... 777-023 ..............$55.96
S&W M&P Fullsize, Compact ................................ Black ........... 110-786 ..............$55.96
Sig Sauer P220, 226, 228, 229 ............................. Black ........... 411-603 ..............$55.96
Springfi eld XD 3”, 4”, XDM 3.8” ............................. Black ........... 427-482 ..............$55.96

Training DVDs
• Hosted By Travis Haley and Chris Costa

Description .............................................................................. Product # .............. Price
Art of the Dynamic Handgun ...................................................... 581-945 .............. $47.45
4 Disc Set, Over 7 hours runtime
Art of the Dynamic Shotgun ........................................................ 226-434 .............. $37.95
3 Disc Set, Over 5 hours runtime
Art of the Precision Rifl e ............................................................. 827-667 .............. $56.95
5 Disc Set, Over 9 hours runtime
Art of the Tactical Carbine, Vol. 1 ............................................... 843-681 .............. $37.95
4 Disc Set, Over 4 hours runtime
Art of the Tactical Carbine, Vol. 2 ............................................... 613-542 .............. $47.45
4 Disc Set, Over 5 hours runtime
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Trench Hawk Tactical Tomahawk
The Trench Hawk by Cold Steel is a tactical tomahawk that will 
withstand tremendous blows and the awful stress of continued 
throwing. The Trench Hawk’s cutting edge and spike also provide 
a big tactical advantage, as either can be used for hooking or 
trapping and its length can be used to parry or block an incoming 
blow. The polypropylene handle of the Trench Hawk is also highly 
resistant to shock and impact and will withstand abuse that would 
easily break even a tough hickory handle. Finally, to help protect 
its owner from its cutting edge and dangerously sharp spike, it 
comes with a Secure- Ex sheath.

# 123-049

$33.99
Reg $39.99

Rifl eman’s Tomahawk
The Cold Steel Rifl eman’s Tomahawk has a factory-honed 
cutting edge with two sticking points that are perfect for 
throwing. Features a drop-forged 5150 carbon steel head, 
American Hickory Handle and a traditional American hammer-
head style butt for driving stakes or other camp chores.

# 613-553

$23.99
Reg $28.99

Bear Grylls Parang Machete
The Gerber Bear Grylls Parang is a modern version of the traditional jungle 
tribesmen’s machete. Its 14” high carbon steel blade makes short work of branches or 
vines. An invaluable tool in the jungle. 19.5” overall, with a military grade nylon sheath.

# 588-972

$29.49
Reg $32.99

SGB Elk Hunter Fixed Blade Knife
The Puma SGB Elk Hunter Fixed Blade Knife is part of the Puma 
SGB line of knives. The SGB knives use the highest quality German 
blade steel and blades are handmade by skilled craftsman. In 
order to meet a more attractive price, the blades are shipped from 
Germany to China for assembly. The German 440A Stainless Steel 
blades are razor sharp and extremely durable. The Puma SGB Elk 
Hunter mates a 4” full-tang, drop point blade with Jacandara Wood 
handle scales that provide an excellent grip and look great. The Elk 
Hunter makes an excellent bushcraft or utility knife that is great for 
your next trip into the bush.

# 951-690

$29.99
Reg $44.99

MSS -30 Degree 4-Piece Sleeping Bag System
The Military Surplus MSS Sleeping Bag System is the perfect sleeping bag for scouting, camping, or just being prepared. This 4 part 
system consists of two lightweight, durable, mummy style sleeping bags, a Gore-Tex bivvy bag, and a stuff sack. This system is ideal 
for everything from mild to sub-zero weather.

# 261-064

$74.99
Reg $99.99

Surgical and First Aid Kits
Surgical/First Aid kits are excellent additions to any fi eld 
expedition, bug out bag or home preparation kit.

Description .................................................. Product # ............Regular ..................Sale
Basic Field Surgical Kit ...................................652-944 ............... $23.99 ............... $19.49
Includes 2 straight hemostats, 1 curved hemostat, scissors, tweezers, scalpel w/extra blade, 2 suture 
sets, needle probe, alcohol wipes, iodine wipes and pen light.
General Purpose First Aid Kit .........................333-914 ............... $16.49 ............... $12.99
Includes alcohol, iodine and antiseptic pads, gauze, an ace bandage, sterile pads, a cold pack, latex 
gloves, soap, band-aids, tweezers, scissors and more.

2-Blade 
Trapper 

Folding Knife
Created to commemorate the heritage of German brewing and cutlery, this series of 
traditional pocket knives feature handles made from genuine German ale/beer barrels, 
handcrafted in the Solingen factory. Each pattern will include solid nickel silver bolsters, 
brass liners, carbon steel blades and the resurrected old Tree Brand blade etching.

Description .................................................. Product # ............Regular ..................Sale
Genuine Beer Barrel Handle (Pictured) .......... 874-118 ............... $69.99 ............... $39.99
Smooth White Bone Handle ...........................178-214 ............... $54.99 ............... $39.99
Wash Board Bone Handle ..............................998-955 ............... $54.99 ............... $39.99

Standard Ground
FREE SHIPPING

Standard Ground
FREE SHIPPING

Standard Ground
FREE SHIPPING

Standard Ground
FREE SHIPPING

Standard Ground
FREE SHIPPING

Elk Lockback Folding Knife
The Browning Elk Lockback Folding Knife is made from durable stainless steel with 
an excellent fi t and fi nish. The ergonomic handle features the Buckmark logo and elk 
scene. The Browning Lockback is an ideal choice for everyday carry with unique style.

# 452-289

$19.99
Reg $37.99

Sure Strike Throwing Stars
Throwing stars have kept us entertained in the back yard for hours on end. Set up 
a sturdy wood target with a safe backstop and discover how fun these stars can be. 
Sturdy construction with steel tempered to avoid bends and breaks.

Description .................................................. Product # ............Regular ..................Sale
Light Sure Strike Throwing Star, 2.8 oz .......... 118-066 ................ $6.49 .................. $5.49
Medium Sure Strike Throwing Star, 4.2 oz .....798-933 ................ $8.99 .................. $7.49
Heavy Sure Strike Throwing Star, 6.4 oz ........174-146 ............... $10.49 ................. $8.99

Bear Grylls Knives
Gerber has teamed up with Bear Grylls to create a line of unique survival knives. 
Featuring durable polymer or rubber-coated handles and rust-resistant blades, these 
knives are designed to help you survive in the wild.

Description .................................................. Product # ............Regular ..................Sale
Folding Sheath Knife ......................................552-889 ............... $29.99 ............... $23.99
3.62” 7Cr17MoV SS DP Serr Blade
Ultimate Fixed Blade (Pictured) ......................841-581 ............... $49.99 ............... $42.99
4-3/4” 7Cr17MoV SS DP Serr Blade

# 396-705

$35.99
Reg $42.99

Bear Grylls Ultimate Survival Kit
The Bear Grylls Ultimate Survival Kit is built for hostile environments. Kit includes: A 
waterproof ripstop nylon bag, miniature multi-tool, miniature light, hand saw, signaling 
mirror, emergency survival blanket, fi re starter, waterproof matches, Tinder (cotton 
ball), fi shing kit, snare wire, emergency cord, water purifi cation tablets, safet pins, 
sewing kit, wax thread and Bear’s Priorities of Survival pocket guide. Miniature multi-
tool features: needle nose pliers, wire cutter, fi ne edge blade, phillips screwdriver, 
small fl at screwdriver, medium fl at screwdriver, bottle opener, tweezers and a 
lanyard ring. 
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FREE shipping on scopes!

1” Tube .............. Bell Dia. .Finish .......Reticle ......Product # ..... Regular .............. Sale
6-18x 40mm SF ...49.3mm ..Matte ........ Mil-Dot .........123-107 ...... $389.99 .........$314.99
6-18x 40mm SF ...49.3mm ..Matte ..........BDC ..........157-649 ...... $369.99 .........$249.99
6-18x 40mm SF ...49.3mm ..Matte .. Fine Crosshair ...889-645 ...... $359.99 .........$229.99
6-18x 40mm SF ...49.3mm ..Matte .......Nikoplex .......148-288 ...... $359.99 .........$229.99

Buckmasters Scope
Multi-coated lenses - 1/8 MOA adjustments - 1” tube - SF=Side Focus - Lens covers 
included - Lifetime factory warranty

@ONLYONLYONLY

1” Tube ................. Bell Dia. .....Finish ... Reticle ... Product # ....Compare At ...Our Price
6.5-20x 50mm AO .... 64mm ....... Matte .... Mil-Dot ..... 168-462 ......... $269.99 ..........$124.99
6.5-20x 50mm AO .... 64mm ....... Matte .... Truplex ..... 746-570 ......... $249.99 ..........$109.99
4” Sunshade .............................. Matte ...................... 331-993 .......... $27.99 .............$19.99

Save up to $145.00

Whitetail Classic Scope
Fully multi-coated lenses - 1/4 MOA adjustments - 1” tube - Includes lens covers - Lifetime 
factory warranty

@ONLYONLYONLY

1” Tube ................. Bell Dia. ..Finish .. Reticle .. Product # ...Compare At ..... Our Price
10x 40mm 1/10 MIL . 48mm .... Matte ....Mil-Dot .... 950-843 ........ $249.99 ............ $199.99

Save $50.00

Elite 3200 Scope
Scope features resettable fi ngertip adjustments for windage and elevation with 
repeatable audible clicks. It also features a 1-piece hammer forged aluminum titanium 
alloy tube, multi-coated lenses treated with Bushnell’s Rainguard coating, 1/10 
milliradian (Mil) turrets and a Mil-Dot reticle. These last two features enable the shooter 
to make quick and precise corrections. With each dot 1 Mil apart, the shooter does not 
need to convert milliradians to minutes of angle in order to correct the point of impact.  
Lifetime factory warranty.

@ONLYONLYONLY

30mm Tube ........... Bell Dia. ..Finish .. Reticle .. Product # ......Regular ..................Sale
6-24x 44mm SF ....... 51mm .... Matte ....Mil-Dot .... 962-234 ........ $249.99 ............ $129.99

Tactical Mil-Dot Scope
Fully multi-coated lenses - 1/4 MOA adjustments - Finger adjustable, resettable 
turrets - Glass etched reticle - Side focus - Includes high Weaver-style rings and a 3” 
sunshade - Lifetime factory warranty

@ONLYONLYONLY

30mm Tube .....Bell Dia. ........Finish .. Reticle .. Product # .... Compare At ... Our Price
1-6x 24mm ......... 24mm .......... Matte ... Ill. .223 .... 994-102 .......... $199.99 .......... $149.99

Save $100.00

Tactical Multi-Gun Scope
Fully multi-coated lenses - 1/2 MOA adjustments - Low profi le tactical turrets - 
Specially designed for tactical weapon mounts

@ONLYONLYONLY

30mm Tube ........... Bell Dia. ..Finish .. Reticle .. Product # ...Compare At .... Our Price
4-14x 44mm SF ....... 51mm .... Matte ....MRAD ..... 456-482 ........ $399.99 ............$249.99

Save $150.00

Tactical Mil-Mil Scope
Fully multi-coated lenses - 1/10 MIL adjustments - First focal plane reticle - Resettable 
fi nger adjustable target turrets - Glass-etched reticle - Lifetime factory warranty

@ONLYONLYONLY

1” Tube ...........Bell Dia. ...... Finish .....Reticle ...... Product # .......Regular ........... Sale
4x 38mm ............ 46mm ......... Matte ......Dual-X ........ 174-349 .........$149.99 ......$134.99
6x 38mm ............ 46mm ......... Matte ......Dual-X ........ 468-799 .........$159.99 ......$143.99

Classic K-Series Scope
Multi-coated lenses - 1/4 MOA adjustments - 1” tube - 1-piece tube adds strength - 
Lifetime factory warranty

Tactical Scope
Multi-coated lenses - 1/4 MOA adjustments - 30mm tube - Side focus knob is clearly 
marked and can be read from the shooting position - Includes lens caps and sunshade - 
Lifetime factory warranty

30mm Tube ...... Bell Dia. ...Finish ........ Reticle ..... Product # ......Regular .............Sale
4-16x 50mm 
  SF 1/10 MIL ...... 60mm ......Matte .....Ill. Mil-Dotbar .. 458-997 ........ $319.99 ....... $299.99

Description .............................................................Product # .......Regular ...........Sale
1” and 30mm Combo Kit ............................................816-462 ........ $109.99 ....... $96.99
1” Kit ..........................................................................453-687 ........ $109.99 ....... $84.99

Scope Mounting Kit
Everything required for a scope 
mounting project with professional 
results. Kit contains alignment rods, 
lapping bar with handle, lapping 
compound, Level-Level-Level, thread 
locker, FAT wrench with bits and a 
scope mounting DVD.

1” Tube ................. Bell Dia. ..Finish .. Reticle .. Product # ...Compare At ..... Our Price
3-10x 40mm ............. 47mm .... Matte ....Mil-Dot .... 598-484 ........ $399.99 ............ $299.99

Save $100.00

Tactical Grand Slam Scope
Fully multi-coated lenses - 1/10 MIL adjustments - Combination of MIL adjustments 
and Mil-Dot reticle allow for fast and precise corrections - Finger adjustable turrets - 
Resettable to zero - Lifetime factory warranty

@ONLYONLYONLY

Flip Open Scope Lens Cover
Opens at the touch of your thumb while the watertight 
friction mount and O-ring anchors the cover securely 
and seals out dust and moisture.

Eyepiece ..........Dia.(in) ..............Dia.(mm) .........Product # ...........Regular ........... Sale
#11 .......................1.55 ....................39.4 .............. 743-815...............$9.99 ............$6.99
#13.......................1.57 ....................39.9 .............. 731-192...............$9.99 ............$6.99
#14......................1.605 ...................40.8 .............. 492-909...............$9.99 ............$6.99
#16.......................1.66 ....................42.2 .............. 145-465...............$9.99 ............$6.99
#18........................1.7 .....................43.2 .............. 221-864...............$9.99 ............$6.99
Objective .........Dia.(in) ..............Dia.(mm) .........Product # ...........Regular ........... Sale
#26.......................1.82 ....................46.2 .............. 309-638...............$9.99 ............$6.99
#27.......................1.84 ....................46.7 .............. 463-826...............$9.99 ............$6.99
#30.......................1.96 ....................49.8 .............. 640-670...............$9.99 ............$6.99
#43.......................2.31 ....................58.7 .............. 461-550...............$9.99 ............$6.99
#48........................2.5 .....................63.5 .............. 542-290...............$9.99 ............$6.99

Angled ...................FOV @1000yds ...Finish ... Product # ...Compare At ..... Our Price
20-60x 60mm w/Tripod 
  and Hard Case .......... 111’/51.3’ ..........Black...... 766-437 ........ $346.99 ............ $209.99

Save $137.00

Blackhawk ED Spotting Scope
Fully multi-coated ED glass lenses - ED (extra low dispersion) lenses provide a clear, 
sharp and color correct picture with minimum chromatic aberration - Larger eye piece 
with improved eye relief - Lifetime factory warranty

@ONLYONLYONLY

Standard Ground
FREE SHIPPING
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PS22 Tactical Red Dot Sight
• 11 brightness settings
• Includes a high, cantilever Picatinny-style mount for fl exible mounting options
• 1-year factory warranty

Description ..............Finish ............Reticle ........... Product # ....... Regular ..........Sale
1x ...............................Matte .......... 5 MOA Dot .......... 655-370 .......... $69.99 ........$59.99

Description ........ Finish ................Reticle ................Product #.....Regular ...........Sale
1x .........................Matte ....2, 4, 6 and 8 MOA Dots .....651-463 ......$239.99 .....$219.99

Matchdot Red Dot Sight
• 11 brightness settings
• Compact and lightweight
• Lifetime factory warranty

1” ...............................................Finish .............. Product # ...........Regular ...........Sale
Low ............................................ Matte ................. 463-702 .............. $59.99 ........ $49.99
Medium ...................................... Matte ................. 345-532 .............. $59.99 ........ $49.99
High ........................................... Matte ................. 525-008 .............. $59.99 ........ $49.99
30mm ........................................Finish .............. Product # ...........Regular ...........Sale
Low ............................................ Matte ................. 543-705 .............. $75.99 ........ $60.99
Medium ...................................... Matte ................. 102-691 .............. $75.99 ........ $60.99

QRW Quick-Release 
Weaver-Style Rings

Weaver-style rings feature a strong, 
cross-slot design that offers excellent recoil 
protection, easy installation and removal. 
These rings fi t any Weaver-style rail and 
most Picatinny-style rails as well.

Description ........ Finish ................Reticle ............. Product # .... Regular ............ Sale
1x .........................Matte ............ 3 MOA T-Dot .......... 859-535 ...... $174.99 .......$156.99

Trophy MP 
Red Dot Sight

• Red and green reticle
• Nitrogen fi lled
• 2-year factory warranty Anti Cant Device

• Features a bubble level to show if you are canting to the left or right
• Attaches to either a Picatinny or Weaver base 
• Fixed models feature a fi xed level
• Hinged models features a level that will fold out back when not in use
• Includes a screw on cap to protect the level when not in use

Description .............................................Product # ................. Regular ................. Sale
Fixed (Pictured) ........................................ 323-442 .....................$82.99................$65.99
Hinged ...................................................... 629-842 ....................$103.99...............$82.99

Universal Laser Boresighter
The Bushnell Boresighter makes easy work of sighting in scopes after mounting. The 
Universal Laser Boresighter includes arbors for 22 through 50 caliber and 20 and 12 
gauge.

# 636-671

$27.49
Reg $32.49

Tactical Offset Picatinny Accessory Rail
The Weaver Tactical Offset Picatinny Accessory Rail allows you to mount a red dot in 
addition to your rifl e scope. This allows you to switch quickly between a magnifi ed and a 
non-magnifi ed optic. It can also be used for mounting a light or laser. Black.

# 577-394

$24.99
Reg $29.99

Uni-Max Picatinny-Style Laser
These lasers are designed to attach to rails and allow a light or other Picatinny-style rail 
accessory to attach below. Fully adjustable with ambidextrous activation switch. Pulse 
or continuous wave beam.

Description .................................................................Product # ...Regular ............ Sale
ES External Red Laser for Service Pistols (Pictured) ... 820-608 ..... $129.99 .......$110.99
Micro Red Laser for Subcompact Pistols ..................... 290-353 ..... $119.99 .......$104.99

Remington 700 Lightweight Ring Mounts
Ring mounts attach directly to the receiver, offering a rock solid ring and base 
combination that eliminates any seams between the gun and scope.

Description ...............................Finish .............. Product # ...........Regular ...........Sale
Low ............................................ Matte ................. 884-645 .............. $44.99 ........ $35.99
Medium ...................................... Matte ................. 129-972 .............. $44.99 ........ $35.99

CenterFire 
Laser Sight

This reliable 5mW red laser sight attaches to the frame with no changing out factory 
parts and installs in minutes. Offering an ambidextrous activation and distinct master on/
off switch to easily allow activate the laser when you need it and power it off when you 
don’t. The laser sits directly under the bore for increased accuracy and the custom fi t 
allows it to remain concealable.

Description .....................................Color ...........Product # .....Regular ................. Sale
Ruger LC9 ....................................... Black ............ 824-047........ $84.99 ...............$74.99
S&W Shield ..................................... Black ............ 321-168........ $84.99 ...............$74.99

Red Dot Sight
• 11 brightness settings
• Lifetime factory warranty

Description ......... Finish ............ Reticle ...............Product # .......... Regular .............. Sale
1x 30mm ............... Matte .......... 5 MOA Dot ..............586-644 ............ $69.99 ............$44.99
1x 40mm ............... Matte .......... 5 MOA Dot ..............385-470 ............ $64.99 ............$54.99

Standard Ground
FREE SHIPPING

Standard Ground
FREE SHIPPING

Standard Ground
FREE SHIPPING

Standard Ground
FREE SHIPPING

Laser Plinking Can Set
The Laser Plinking Can Set from LaserLyte provides the perfect opportunity for hours of 
training and entertainment indoors or outdoors without having to purchase ammunition 
or clean up your cans after shooting. By practicing with these cans you will get on your 
target faster, while also increasing your accuracy and overall hits. When the cans are hit 
with any of the LaserLyte Laser Trainers (sold separately), they react by jumping up and 
falling over just as a real can would when shot. This reaction is powered by a 9V battery 
and a spring loaded plunger released by a solenoid. To reset the cans, simply stand 
them up and depress the plunger. The Laser Plinking Can Set is sold in a pack of three 
and includes three 9V batteries.

# 125-656
$89.99

Standard Ground
FREE SHIPPING

Standard Ground
FREE SHIPPING
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TRS-25 
Red Dot Sight

• 11 brightness settings
• Multi-coated lenses
• Only 2.4” long and weighs 

only 3.7 oz
• Lifetime factory warranty

Description ........... Finish .............Reticle ...........Product #.......Regular .............. Sale
1x ............................Matte ...........3 MOA Dot ..........593-456 .........$99.99 ............$84.99

F1 Chronograph
The entry level F1 Chronograph measures 
the speed of bullets and other projectiles 
from 30 to 7000 fps. It can be mounted on a 
tripod or placed on a table and runs on one 9 
volt battery (not included) for up to 48 hours 
of continuous use. The F1 Chronograph 
features a large display that shows 
numbered shot velocities, and the velocity 
stays on the display until you shoot again. 
The F1 and the F1 Master are identical 
except F1 Master has a remote monitor 
which brings the large LCD up to your bench.

Description .................................................. Product # ............Regular .................Sale
F1 Chronograph .............................................531-741 ............... $99.99 ..............$79.99
F1 Master Chronograph (Pictured) .................688-064 .............. $124.99 ...........$109.99

# 121-744

$107.99
Reg $119.99

Challenger Breech Lock Press Kit
The popular “O” frame design and solid aluminum construction makes the Challenger 
Breech Lock press a perfect press for a novice or veteran reloader. Designed to 
reload cartridges as small as the 25 ACP to cartridges as long as the 460 Weatherby 
Magnum. This press features a generous 4-1/4” opening that is angled at 30° for 
maximum hand clearance. The breech lock system allows the reloader to quickly 
change out dies saving valuable time. Accepts standard 7/8”-14 threaded dies. The 
spent primer catcher is effective and easy to empty. Kits include: Breech Lock Press, 
one quick change insert, Safety Powder Scale, Perfect Powder Measure, Cutter and 
Lock Stud (case length gages sold separately), Primer Pocket Cleaner, Chamfer Tool, 
Powder Funnel, lube and Auto Prime XR priming system.

# 439-523

$62.99
Reg $72.99

89-Piece Professional-Plus Gunsmithing Screwdriver Set
Looking for a deluxe screwdriver set that has every bit you might ever need to work on 
your guns? How about a set that includes hollow ground fl at bits, many of which are 
specifi cally designed to match the thin slots in gun screws, as well as specialty tools to 
help with disassembly and minor gunsmithing tasks? Well, Wheeler Engineering has 
created a fantastic screwdriver set painstakingly designed to meet the needs of all your 
gun projects, and at a price that is affordable for everyone. Includes all of the 72-piece kit, 
plus the same 17 bits and punches from the Professional to Professional Plus Upgrade Kit.

TLR Tactical 
Illuminator Flashlights

These lights feature a C4 LED that has an output of 110 lumens and will run for 1-1/2 
continuous hours on a single CR2 battery (included). The TLR-3 is waterproof to 1 
meter for 30 minutes. The TLR-4 features a three position selector switch which allows 
operators to select laser only, LED only, or both laser and LED settings. The compact 
design is perfect for all handguns, including compacts and sub-compacts with an 
accessory rail.

Description .................................................. Product # ............Regular .................Sale
TLR-3 Light (Pictured) ....................................255-347 ............... $89.99 ..............$69.99
TLR-4 Light w/Laser .......................................866-295 .............. $127.99 ...........$107.99

Trim Mate Case Prep Center
• Five gear-driven rotating heads driven by a high torque motor
• For chamfering, deburring, primer pocket cleaning, military crimp removal and 

fl ash hole deburring
• 2 stationary positions for case neck brushes or other accessories and a cupped 

area for dry case neck lube
• Includes large and small primer pocket brushes, inside chamfering and outside 

deburring tools, medium and small case neck brushes and a packet of dry case 
neck lube

Description .......................................................... Product # ....... Regular .........Sale
Trim Mate Case Prep Center .................................. 565-099 ......... $119.99 ...$107.99
Primer Pocket Uniformer Small Rifl e or Pistol ........ 400-021 .......... $25.49 ......$21.99
Primer Pocket Uniformer Large Pistol .................... 146-201 .......... $25.49 ......$21.99
Primer Pocket Uniformer Large Rifl e ...................... 798-972 .......... $25.49 ......$21.99

Standard Ground
FREE SHIPPING

Gen 2 Trigger Stick
The Primos Gen 2 Trigger Stick gives you 
the stability you need to make diffi cult shots 
on trophies while in the fi eld. Featuring a 
lightweight 7075 aluminum construction, you can 
comfortably carry this shooting stick anywhere. 
The 360 degree rotating V yoke allows you to 
make last second adjustments and is removable. 
The Trigger Stick will fi t 1/4”-20 and 3/8”-16 
threads, allowing you to mount spotting scopes, 
cameras and other scouting equipment. With 
the fl ip of the switch, the Trigger Stick is height 
adjustable and features a quiet, smooth travel, 
keeping your equipment from spooking wary 
game. The adjustable legs on the bipod and 
tripod models allow you to accurately shoot from 
a number of extreme angles. Ground Swat camo.

Description .................. Height ...............Product # ................ Regular ............... Sale
Bipod (A) ........................24-61” ..................115-404....................$99.99..............$89.99
Short Tripod (B) .............18-38” ..................179-659 ...................$99.99..............$89.99
Tall Monopod (C) ...........33-65” ..................815-616 ...................$59.99..............$49.99
Jim Shockey Deluxe 
  Tall Tripod (D) ..............24-62” ..................873-780 ..................$134.99...........$119.99
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B.
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